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a bit about me
Currently: 

• Applied Researcher, Yandex 

• 3rd year PhD student, University of Glasgow 

Earlier: 

• Participated in Russir in 2008 and 2010!
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russir 2010

That’s 
me!
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I ♥ russir
• Exciting scientific part: 

• Ended up being an IR researcher myself! 

• Insane social part: 

• Made a lot of friends  

• Married to a participant of Russir 2008
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online evaluation 101
Suppose, we’ve implemented a change in a search engine: 

• new learning to rank method 

• new ranking feature 

• change in the user interface 

• … 

Evaluation problem: will it improve the users’ 
experience? Is it worth deploying at all?
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online evaluation 101
Offline!

• Build a model of the user behavior 

• Predict if they will be more satisfied with the changed version 
of the search engine than with the current version 

Online!

• Treat some of the users by a version of the search that is 
changed in some specific way 

• Based on their behavior, infer if they are more likely to prefer 
the changed system
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A/B testing
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A/B testing
Online metrics used:!

• Abandonment rate 

• Sessions per User 

• Probability of Switching to another search engine 

• User Engagement 

• …
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interleaving
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interleaving
Metrics used:!

• Relative difference in number of clicks received by 
the results from A and B 

• Ratio of the sessions with the results from B getting 
more clicks 

• …
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statistical testing
!

But what if the change in the metrics is only due to a 
random chance? 

• We use a statistical test to check if the observed 
change is statistically significant
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statistical testing
We formulate two hypotheses (informally): 

 H0 (null hypothesis):  

• there is no difference between the tested 
systems 

H1 (alternative hypothesis): 

• there is a difference
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statistical testing
!

p-value = the probability of observing a difference in the 
metric at least as extreme as observed if H0 holds (i.e. 
there is no difference between systems) 

• pre-select acceptable significance level α (e.g. 10-3) 

• start an experiment 

• if the observed p-value is less than α then we reject H0
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A/B vs Interleaving
A/B tests Interleaving

Idea
Treat different users with 
different modifications of 

the search engine

Treat the same user with a 
combination of the results 

from both alternatives

Applicability Very general (UI, ranking, 
new products, verticals, …) Ranking only

Metrics used Click-based, session-
based, user-based, etc

Click-based only 
(somewhat restrictive)

So why do we need interleaving?
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online evaluation efficiency
It turns out that: 

• interleaving is more sensitive = evaluating the 
same change using interleaving requires 
10x-100x times less data than the 
corresponding A/B test 

• it requires less data = allows us to use the 
resource of user sessions more efficiently
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online evaluation efficiency
!

Informal explanation: 

• In A/B tests, different users are treated with 
different systems 

• In interleaving, the same user compares the 
systems 

• the noise due to user variance is removed
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A/B vs Interleaving
A/B tests Interleaving

Idea
Treat different users with 
different modifications of 

the search engine

Treat the same user with a 
combination of the results 

from both alternatives

Applicability Very general (UI, ranking, 
new products, verticals, …) Ranking only

Metrics used Click-based, session-
based, user-based, etc

Click-based only 
(somewhat restrictive)

Efficiency Not too efficient Very efficient
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why efficiency is Important

«At Microsoft’s Bing, the use of controlled 
experiments has grown exponentially over time, 
with over 200 concurrent experiments now running 
on any given day»  Kohavi et al., Online Controlled 
Experiments at Large Scale, KDD 2013
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why efficiency is Important
Running 200 experiments: 

• 10% of the query traffic per experiment for two weeks 
= 5 experiments per week = 40 weeks* 

• 5% of the query traffic per experiment for two weeks 
= 10 experiments per week = 20 weeks* 

!

* Only a motivational example: sometimes the same user might participate in 
several experiments at the same time + the number of the experiments reported 
by Bing might span several markets.
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why efficiency is Important
!

• Number of experiments grows 

• Each experiment consumes some resources (user 
sessions) 

• The duration of the experiments limits the evolution of 
the search engine  

• faster a change is evaluated, faster it can be 
deployed
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why efficiency is Important
!

• More than a half of the tested changes are either 
useless or harmful 

• On average, the users who participate in an A/B or 
an interleaving experiment where the tested 
change B is worse than the production system A, 
have somewhat degraded experience
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why efficiency is Important
Reducing the duration of the online 
experiments = increasing the online 
evaluation efficiency is important since: 

• we do not want to harm our users 

• we want to evolve faster
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questions?
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approaches to increase 
efficiency

!

Two complimentary approaches: 

• Reducing the variance of the observed metrics 

• Improving the way statistical testing is 
performed 
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reducing variance
Intuition: 

• a higher noise and spread in the observed 
metric implies that we need more data to 
average this noise out 

• we have only 100% of the search traffic, thus 
we can only get more data by increasing the 
experiment’s duration 

So it’s better to have a metric with a lower variance
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reducing variance

If we fix the size of the difference between the systems 
we want to detect  then 
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improving statistical 
decision criteria
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intuition
Two cases: 

(a) 

1. A user clicked on a result 

2. Stopped her search session after reading it 

(b) 

1. A user clicked on a result 

2. 10 seconds later, clicked on another result 

Which case is more likely to be informative?  

Idea: represent a click with a feature vector describing it, learn how to weight it 
to form a click score
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intuition
In interleaving, for each query we have several mixed 
result pages: 

!
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intuition
These pages are randomly demonstrated to the 
users, so that for each position the chances to get a 
result from A and B are equal: 

!

p1 + p2 =+ p3 + p4
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intuition
Team Draft uses the uniform policy {pi}:

0.25 + 0.25 =+ 0.25 + 0.25
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intuition
But other policies are also possible:

0.5 + 0.0 =+ 0.0 + 0.5
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intuition
But other policies are also possible:

0.0 + 0.5 =+ 0.5 + 0.0
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intuition
But other policies are also possible:

0.21 + 0.29 =+ 0.29 + 0.21
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research question
!

Is it possible to combine 

• a freedom to select the interleaving policy 

• a freedom to weight clicks differently 

to build a more efficient interleaving algorithm?
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proposed framework
! The set of the result pages associated with the 
distribution of the «teams» (B or A) on the 
corresponding page {(Li, Ti)}
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proposed framework
! The interleaving policy π = {p1, p2, p3, p4, …} is a 
distribution that defines the probability of showing a 
particular combination (Li, Ti) to a user 

p1   p2   p3   p4
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proposed framework
A function ϕ that maps a user click с on an 
interleaved result page to its feature representation 
is denoted ϕ(с).  

T(c) is an auxiliary indicator that equates to 1 if the 
clicked result came from B, or -1 otherwise.
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proposed framework
A scoring rule that maps a sequence of clicks in the 
interaction q to the difference in the scores of the 
alternatives B and A. The vector w is a parameter: 

In their work [3], Chuklin et al. proposed an interleav-
ing method that goes beyond the classic “ten blue links”
web document presentation and deals with the vertical re-
sults (e.g. News, Images, Finance) incorporated in the main
web search result page. However, the challenges that Chuk-
lin et al. address (e.g., ensuring that in the interleaved re-
sult page vertical results are still grouped) are quite di↵er-
ent from the problems faced when developing an interleav-
ing mechanism for a new domain. In the latter case, one
needs to decide how to specify the credit assignment func-
tion, how to select the interleaving policy, etc. To the best
of our knowledge, our work is the first to address the prob-
lem of interleaving in a domain with the grid-based result
presentation.

One of the approaches to improve the interleaving sensi-
tivity we discuss is stratification, a simple yet e↵ective tech-
nique that has its roots in the Monte-Carlo stratified sam-
pling methods [1, 17]. Previously, its application for online
A/B tests was studied by Deng et al. [4], but it was never
considered in the context of interleaving.

Overall, our framework finds a solid foundation in the re-
search discussed above, but it also addresses several short-
comings of the earlier approaches. In the next section we
formally introduce it.

3. FRAMEWORK DEFINITION
First, we informally outline how interleaving experiments

are performed. Suppose, that we need to compare a changed
system B to the production system A using an interleaving
experiment. To do that, a random subset of the users is
selected to take part in the experiment. When a query is
submitted, both results from A and B are retrieved. Fur-
ther, the interleaving policy is used to determine which of
the possible mixed (interleaved) result pages to show to the
user. Next, the users’ clicks on the interleaved result page
are observed, and the credit assignment function is used to
infer the credits of the alternatives. After the experiment is
stopped, the aggregated credits of the alternatives are com-
pared. If B has a statistically significantly higher credit, it
is accepted that B outperformed A.

The works of Yue et al. [20] and Radlinski and Craswell [15]
lay the foundation for our framework. However, our frame-
work has significant di↵erences from [20] and [15]. Specifi-
cally, our proposed framework performs a joint optimization
of the interleaving policy and the credit assignment func-
tion, while Yue et al. and Radlinski and Craswell optimize
only one of these parameters. Further, our framework can
be applied for search domains with grid-based result pages.
Below, we provide a formal requirement that a feature-based
credit assignment function, the click feature representation,
and the interleaving policy have to meet for the interleaving
to be unbiased. In contrast, Yue et al. do not discuss pos-
sible biases that can emerge due to feature-based learning,
and Radlinski and Craswell only discuss simple, feature-less
credit assignment rules. By addressing the above discussed
gaps, we build a sensitive interleaving framework that gener-
alizes approaches proposed by Yue et al. [20] and Radlinski
and Craswell [15].

In our framework, we consider the result pages that are
obtained by applying the Team Draft mixing algorithm [16]
to the lists of the results of the underlying rankers A and
B, sorted according to their relevance. The exact mapping
of the sorted result list into a result page is domain-specific
(the list-based for document search, or the grid-based for im-
age search). Assuming that under this mapping the results

ranked higher in the ranked list are mapped into positions
with higher examination probability, mixing the sorted re-
sult lists of the rankers A and B according to Team Draft
will result in a result page that cannot be more frustrat-
ing for the users than both the result pages generated from
outputs of A and B. Due to this assumption we avoid the
necessity of specifying the mixing algorithm for each pos-
sible domain-specific presentation, and can work with the
underlying ranker output, which is always list-wise in prac-
tice. Apart from that, relying on the Team Draft-based
result pages allows us to re-use a large-scale dataset of the
experiments collected by a search engine for our evaluation
study (Section 10).
The Team Draft mixing algorithm builds the interleaved

result list in steps. At each step, both teams contribute one
result each to the combined list. Each team contributes the
result that it ranks highest among those that are not in the
combined list. However, the team that contributes first at
each step is decided by a coin toss. For instance, as there
are usually 10 results on a document search result page, 5
coin tosses are required to build it. Thus, there are exactly
25 = 32 di↵erent distributions of the result teams on a result
page1.
Now we can define the first component of our framework:

F1. The set {(Li, Ti)}li=1 of the pairs of the interleaved re-
sult pages Li 2 L and their corresponding distributions
of the result teams Ti 2 T. The result pages L are
obtained by applying the Team Draft [16] mixing algo-
rithm to the sorted outputs of the rankers A and B, and
further domain-specific presentation of the ranked list.
We define Ti(p) to be equal to 1 (�1) if the team of the
result on position p of the interleaved list that produced
Li is B (A);

It is possible that some pairs (Li, Ti) contain identical result
pages Li, despite that the team distributions Ti associated
with them are di↵erent (e.g. if A and B produce identical
result lists). We consider such pairs to be di↵erent.

Further, following [15] we explicitly define the interleaving
policy as a parameter of the framework:

F2. An interleaving policy ⇡, ⇡ 2 Rl determines the proba-
bility of using a particular team distribution when build-
ing an interleaved result page: ⇡i = P (Ti);

Under our framework, the interleaving policy is the same for
all queries and interleaving experiments. Informally, it can
be considered as a distribution over the random seeds that
can be used to “initialize” the coin used in Team Draft.

From [20] we adopt the feature representation of the user’s
click �(·) and the form of the credit assignment function S:

F3. A function �(·) that maps a user click c on an interleaved
result page to its feature representation �(c) 2 Rn. We
also define an auxiliary indicator T (c) that equates to
1 (�1) if the team of the clicked result is B (A);

F4. A scoring rule, S = S(q;w) =
P

c2q T (c) · w
T�(c) that

maps a sequence of clicks in the interaction q to the
score of the alternative B. The vector w is a parameter,
w 2 Rn.

After running an experiment e, the score statistic �(e) can
be calculated:

�(e) =
1
|Q|

X

q2Q

S(q;w) (1)

1They can be enumerated as ababababab, ababababba, ababab-
baab, ..., bababababa.

Score in an interaction q
Sum over clicks in q

The feature 
representation 

of c

Indicator of the clicked 
alternative (1 if B, -1 if A)

Weights
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proposed framework
After running an experiment e we calculate the 
experiment outcome as the mean score over all 
interactions:

In their work [3], Chuklin et al. proposed an interleav-
ing method that goes beyond the classic “ten blue links”
web document presentation and deals with the vertical re-
sults (e.g. News, Images, Finance) incorporated in the main
web search result page. However, the challenges that Chuk-
lin et al. address (e.g., ensuring that in the interleaved re-
sult page vertical results are still grouped) are quite di↵er-
ent from the problems faced when developing an interleav-
ing mechanism for a new domain. In the latter case, one
needs to decide how to specify the credit assignment func-
tion, how to select the interleaving policy, etc. To the best
of our knowledge, our work is the first to address the prob-
lem of interleaving in a domain with the grid-based result
presentation.

One of the approaches to improve the interleaving sensi-
tivity we discuss is stratification, a simple yet e↵ective tech-
nique that has its roots in the Monte-Carlo stratified sam-
pling methods [1, 17]. Previously, its application for online
A/B tests was studied by Deng et al. [4], but it was never
considered in the context of interleaving.

Overall, our framework finds a solid foundation in the re-
search discussed above, but it also addresses several short-
comings of the earlier approaches. In the next section we
formally introduce it.

3. FRAMEWORK DEFINITION
First, we informally outline how interleaving experiments

are performed. Suppose, that we need to compare a changed
system B to the production system A using an interleaving
experiment. To do that, a random subset of the users is
selected to take part in the experiment. When a query is
submitted, both results from A and B are retrieved. Fur-
ther, the interleaving policy is used to determine which of
the possible mixed (interleaved) result pages to show to the
user. Next, the users’ clicks on the interleaved result page
are observed, and the credit assignment function is used to
infer the credits of the alternatives. After the experiment is
stopped, the aggregated credits of the alternatives are com-
pared. If B has a statistically significantly higher credit, it
is accepted that B outperformed A.

The works of Yue et al. [20] and Radlinski and Craswell [15]
lay the foundation for our framework. However, our frame-
work has significant di↵erences from [20] and [15]. Specifi-
cally, our proposed framework performs a joint optimization
of the interleaving policy and the credit assignment func-
tion, while Yue et al. and Radlinski and Craswell optimize
only one of these parameters. Further, our framework can
be applied for search domains with grid-based result pages.
Below, we provide a formal requirement that a feature-based
credit assignment function, the click feature representation,
and the interleaving policy have to meet for the interleaving
to be unbiased. In contrast, Yue et al. do not discuss pos-
sible biases that can emerge due to feature-based learning,
and Radlinski and Craswell only discuss simple, feature-less
credit assignment rules. By addressing the above discussed
gaps, we build a sensitive interleaving framework that gener-
alizes approaches proposed by Yue et al. [20] and Radlinski
and Craswell [15].

In our framework, we consider the result pages that are
obtained by applying the Team Draft mixing algorithm [16]
to the lists of the results of the underlying rankers A and
B, sorted according to their relevance. The exact mapping
of the sorted result list into a result page is domain-specific
(the list-based for document search, or the grid-based for im-
age search). Assuming that under this mapping the results

ranked higher in the ranked list are mapped into positions
with higher examination probability, mixing the sorted re-
sult lists of the rankers A and B according to Team Draft
will result in a result page that cannot be more frustrat-
ing for the users than both the result pages generated from
outputs of A and B. Due to this assumption we avoid the
necessity of specifying the mixing algorithm for each pos-
sible domain-specific presentation, and can work with the
underlying ranker output, which is always list-wise in prac-
tice. Apart from that, relying on the Team Draft-based
result pages allows us to re-use a large-scale dataset of the
experiments collected by a search engine for our evaluation
study (Section 10).
The Team Draft mixing algorithm builds the interleaved

result list in steps. At each step, both teams contribute one
result each to the combined list. Each team contributes the
result that it ranks highest among those that are not in the
combined list. However, the team that contributes first at
each step is decided by a coin toss. For instance, as there
are usually 10 results on a document search result page, 5
coin tosses are required to build it. Thus, there are exactly
25 = 32 di↵erent distributions of the result teams on a result
page1.
Now we can define the first component of our framework:

F1. The set {(Li, Ti)}li=1 of the pairs of the interleaved re-
sult pages Li 2 L and their corresponding distributions
of the result teams Ti 2 T. The result pages L are
obtained by applying the Team Draft [16] mixing algo-
rithm to the sorted outputs of the rankers A and B, and
further domain-specific presentation of the ranked list.
We define Ti(p) to be equal to 1 (�1) if the team of the
result on position p of the interleaved list that produced
Li is B (A);

It is possible that some pairs (Li, Ti) contain identical result
pages Li, despite that the team distributions Ti associated
with them are di↵erent (e.g. if A and B produce identical
result lists). We consider such pairs to be di↵erent.

Further, following [15] we explicitly define the interleaving
policy as a parameter of the framework:

F2. An interleaving policy ⇡, ⇡ 2 Rl determines the proba-
bility of using a particular team distribution when build-
ing an interleaved result page: ⇡i = P (Ti);

Under our framework, the interleaving policy is the same for
all queries and interleaving experiments. Informally, it can
be considered as a distribution over the random seeds that
can be used to “initialize” the coin used in Team Draft.

From [20] we adopt the feature representation of the user’s
click �(·) and the form of the credit assignment function S:

F3. A function �(·) that maps a user click c on an interleaved
result page to its feature representation �(c) 2 Rn. We
also define an auxiliary indicator T (c) that equates to
1 (�1) if the team of the clicked result is B (A);

F4. A scoring rule, S = S(q;w) =
P

c2q T (c) · w
T�(c) that

maps a sequence of clicks in the interaction q to the
score of the alternative B. The vector w is a parameter,
w 2 Rn.

After running an experiment e, the score statistic �(e) can
be calculated:

�(e) =
1
|Q|

X

q2Q

S(q;w) (1)

1They can be enumerated as ababababab, ababababba, ababab-
baab, ..., bababababa.

All interactions in an 
online experiment

The score in a 
particular interaction q
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unbiasedness
But 

• what if we show only interleaved result pages where the first result 
always comes from A? 

• what if we have a click feature «the result comes from A» and it has its 
weight higher than the feature «the result comes from B»? 

Some policies and weight vectors can result in biases: 

• if we are not careful, we might systematically favor one of the 
alternatives (B or A) due to the design of the interleaving algorithm not 
due to its better performance 

• incorrect evaluation results
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unbiasedness
A game-theoretic analogy: 

• a malicious user wants to spoil our experiment 

• he selects a randomized click sequence without knowing the 
result pages we are going to show  

• «click on the 3rd result, wait 30s, click …» 

• we select a way to randomize our result pages (i.e. select the 
interleaving policy) without knowing the user’s sequence 

• our goal is to randomize in such a way that no preference is 
inferred (neither A > B nor B > A) from the user’s behavior
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unbiasedness
Lemma 1:  

For a feature representation function ϕ and a policy π 
to satisfy the unbiasedness requirement, it is 
sufficient that 

• ϕ is independent from Li 

• For any position of the result list, the probabilities of 
observing a result from A and B should be equal
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proposed framework
If we use the Team Draft-based result pages with 2m 
results on a page: 

• the number of independent constraints grows as   m + 1 

• the dimensionality of the policy space grows as 2m 

• 32 - 5 - 1= 27 «degrees of freedom» for the standard 
ten results per page 

• can be used to find the most efficient policy
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proposed framework
We can find the policy π  and the feature vector w 
that maximize «sensitivity» = confidence in the 
outcomes of the experiments E that were performed 
earlier:

where Q is a set of the user interactions in the experiment e.
If�(e) is statistically significantly above zero, it is concluded
that B outperforms A in the experiment e.

To ensure that the interleaving is unbiased, Radlinski and
Craswell [15] suggested the following criterion for the docu-
ment search scenario: a randomly clicking user should not
create any preference between A and B. To formalize this
idea, they considered a user who (a) samples the number
of the considered top results k randomly and (b) clicks uni-
formly at random on ⌘ results from the top-k results. This
formulation explicitly relies on a list-based presentation. Fur-
thermore, in our case the formalization is even more chal-
lenging as the credit S(q;w) is a function itself, since some
feature representations might be prone to biases (we discuss
this further in Section 4). We propose the following gener-
alization of unbiasedness criterion from [15]:

R1. For any fixed sequence of clicks, the expectation of the
total credit over the all pairs (Li, Ti) of the interleaved
pages Li and distributions of teams Ti should be zero.
Denoting the length of the sequence as J , the positions
clicked as p1, p2, ..., pJ , and their corresponding click
features as �1,�2, ...,�J we formalize this requirement
as follows:

8J, 8{(pj ,�j)}Jj=1

X

i

⇡i ·
X

j

Ti(pj) · wT�j = 0

Due to the linearity of the expectation, R1 is su�cient to
guarantee the absence of the preferences for any random-
ized combination of the click sequences, too. Informally, this
guarantees that a user who specifies an arbitrary interaction
scenario that does not depend on the presented documents
(e.g., “click on the first position, sample the dwell time uni-
formly from [0, 30], click on the third result, ...”) will not
create any preference for A or B in expectation.

Next, we require the policy ⇡ to be a valid distribution:

R2. 8i ⇡i � 0;
P

i ⇡i = 1

Among all of the possible combinations of {⇡, w} that sat-
isfy R1 and R2, we want to select the combination that max-
imizes the interleaving sensitivity. Based on [20], we use a
dissimilarity measure D between compared alternatives in
a set of historical experiments E as a proxy for the sensitiv-
ity in future experiments. Indeed, the more dissimilar the
alternatives are, the easier it is to di↵erentiate them.

O1. The optimal combination of parameters ⇡ and w should
maximize the dissimilarity D over a set of experiments
E:

⇡̂, ŵ = argmax
⇡,w

D(E,⇡, w)

This ends the framework description. In the next section,
we discuss the requirement R1 in more detail.

4. UNBIASEDNESS REQUIREMENT
The motivation behind R1 is to ensure that a user who

clicks according to a fixed pattern that does not depend on
the results shown would not provide any preference for A or
B. Clearly, if R1 is not satisfied, a certain bias towards one
of the alternatives might appear.

To illustrate how such a bias might arise, let us consider
the following “toy” example. Let us assume that the feature
representation vector �(c) is a two dimensional vector, with

its first component �0(c) being equal to 1 if the clicked re-
sult is from A, and zero otherwise. Similarly, �1(c) is equal
to 1 if click c is performed on a result from B. Suppose
we fix the interleaving policy to be uniform, and learn the
vector of weights w based on the dataset of experiments. It
is possible that, as a result of the learning, the weights of
the features will obtain di↵erent values, e.g. if the learning
dataset has more experiments with A winning. This results
in poor generalization capabilities and biased interleaving.
By considering a user who always clicks on the first position,
we notice that in our toy example R1 requires w1 to be equal
to w2.
In this work we simplify R1 by using a restricted family of

features. Namely, we use click features that do not depend
on the result page2 Li. By restricting the set of possible
features, we achieve an intuitive symmetry property: after
swapping A and B (“renaming”A to B, and B to A), the ex-
periment outcome �(e) will only change its sign, but not its
absolute value (which is violated in our toy example). Fur-
thermore, the following Lemma 1 shows the conditions that
are su�cient to satisfy R1 if we restrict the used features:

Lemma 1. For a feature representation �, and a policy ⇡
to satisfy R1, it is su�cient that:

• � is independent from Li;

• For each position p on the result page, the probability of

observing a result from A must be equal to the probabil-

ity of observing a result from B: 8p
P

i ⇡i ·Ti(p) = 0.

Proof. First, using the independence of � from Li, we
re-write R1 as follows:

X

j

wT�j ·
X

i

⇡i · Ti(pj) = 0 (2)

An obvious way to satisfy Equation (2) is to select ⇡ such
that for any click position the expectation of Ti is zero for
every position:

8p
X

i

⇡i · Ti(p) = 0 (3)

Lemma 1 provides us with a convenient approach to satisfy
R1 while optimizing the interleaving parameters. Indeed,
once we use only the features that are independent from
the particular interleaved result pages shown, whether R1 is
satisfied or not depends only on the interleaving policy. In
that case, R1 reduces to the following equality constraint:

R⇡ = 0 (4)

where R 2 Rm⇥l is a matrix with its element Rji equal to
the team Ti(j) (1 or �1) of the result shown on jth position
of the interleaved result page Li.
Equation (4) gives an intuition how the optimization of

the interleaving policy can be performed: the number of in-
dependent3 equality constraints grows linearly as m/2 with
the number of positions m, but the number of di↵erent team

2The features cannot depend on the clicked result, its team,
and its position in A and B. In contrast, the features can
depend on the properties of the clicks itself (e.g. the position
of the click, its dwell time) and the total number of clicks.
3As discussed in F1, our framework relies on the Team Draft
mixing algorithm. Due to its specifics, if Equation (3) holds
for a position 2k and a policy ⇡, it also holds for the position
2k + 1 and ⇡.

Confidence: score divided by 
sqrt(variance)
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stratified sampling
Assume we want to find the mean height of students 

in a school, but we can measure height of three 
students only 
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simple sampling

Simple sample mean: 146.7 
True mean: 135.6!

(note: no students from the red age group)
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stratified sampling

Stratified sample mean: 130.3 
True mean: 135.6!

(we randomly select one student from each age group and 
average their heights) 

«strata» = «cluster» = age group
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stratified scoring

distributions T and thus the dimensionality of the policy
vector ⇡ grows exponentially as 2m/2. As a result, some
“degrees of freedom” appear that can be used to find a sen-
sitive yet unbiased policy. This intuition is similar to the
one behind the optimization in Optimized Interleaving [15].

5. STRATIFIED SCORING
In Section 3, the experiment outcome is calculated as a

sample mean of the scores of the individual interactions
�(e), Equation (1). This approach is similar to the one
used previously [2, 8, 15, 16]. We propose to use a strat-
ified estimate �s(e), where the stratification is performed
according to the distribution of the teams (ababababab, ...)
on the result pages shown to the users. Further, by Qi we
denote the set of the user interactions where the distribu-
tion of the teams on the result page shown is Ti. Using this
notation, our proposed stratified estimate can be estimated
as follows:

�s(e) =
X

i

⇡i ·
1

|Qi|
X

q2Qi

S(q;w) (5)

Both the stratified estimate �s(e) and the sample mean
�(e) have the same expected values, but the variance of
�s(e) can be lower and, consequently, it has higher sensi-
tivity. Indeed, denoting the number of interactions in the
experiment e as N , the variance and the expectation of the
interaction score S among the sessions in the ith stratum as
vari[S] and Ei[S], and applying the law of total variance,
we obtain:

var [�(e)] =

P
i ⇡i · vari[S] +

P
i ⇡i(Ei[S]�

P
i ⇡i · Ei[S])

2

N

� 1
N

X

i

⇡i · vari[S] = var [�s(e)]

(6)

Since the frequency of Ti is determined by ⇡i, the proba-
bility of each stratum is known and fixed before starting an
interleaving experiment.

As can be seen from Equation (6), the stratification re-
duces the variance only when the inner-strata means Ei[S]
are di↵erent from the overall mean

P
i ⇡i · Ei[S]. In our

proposed approach of Equation (5), the stratification is per-
formed according to the teams of the results on a result page
Ti. In the case of the document search, Ti is a strong indica-
tor of the outcome of a single comparison, as it specifies, for
instance, if the click on the first result is counted in favour
of A or B.

The stratification alone can considerably improve the sen-
sitivity of the interleaving experiments in some cases (Sec-
tion 10). Moreover, as we discuss in Section 6, the use of the
stratified outcome �e considerably simplifies the optimiza-
tion of the interleaving parameters.

6. OPTIMIZATION OF THE PARAMETERS
To specify an instantiation of our proposed interleaving

framework, we need to specify the interleaving policy ⇡, the
feature representation �(c), and the vector of weights w.
The feature representation is domain-specific. However, our
proposed approach to determine the vector of weights w and
the interleaving policy ⇡ are the same irrespective of the
domain. We adopt a data-centric approach [20] to select
⇡ and w and select them maximize the sensitivity on the
previously collected data.

We assume that a dataset E of interleaving experiments
is available, so that for each experiment in this dataset the
user interactions are recorded, and the experiment outcome
is known. Such a dataset can be obtained from running in-
terleaving experiments by a search engine (e.g., Team Draft-
based experiments) and selecting the experiments with a
high confidence in the outcome [2, 20] or by deploying “data
collection”experiments where B is obtained by manually de-
grading A, and all possible combinations of the result lists
and the team distributions are shown to the users with the
uniform policy. We discuss these two approaches in more
detail in Section 8.
To simplify the notation, without any loss in generality, we

further assume that in all experiments e 2 E the alternative
B outperformed A so that �s(e) is positive. If it is not the
case in a particular experiment, A and B can be swapped
for that experiment.
As stated in the sensitivity optimization objective O1, we

want to find the values of parameters ⇡ and w that maxi-
mize the dissimilarity between A and B over the available
experiments and satisfy constraints R1 and R2. Since the
sensitivity of the interleaving does not depend on the scaling
of w, to make the optimization problem well-posed, we ad-
ditionally constrain w to have the unit norm. Overall, this
results in a general optimization problem of the following
form:

⇡̂, ŵ = argmax
⇡,w

D(E,⇡, w) s.t. R1, R2, wTw = 1

Further, we discuss two ways to specify the idea of dissimi-
larity, proposed by Yue et al. [20]: the mean score and the
z-score dissimilarities.
Mean score We start with the simplest case, when dis-

similarity is calculated as the mean value of the stratified
score:

Dm(E,⇡, S) =
1
|E|

X

e2E

X

i

⇡i
1

|Qe,i|
X

c2q,q2Qe,i

T (c) · wT�(c)

(7)
where Qe,i is the set of user interactions with the team dis-
tribution Ti demonstrated.
Further, we introduce a matrix X with its columns corre-

sponding to the individual features, and rows corresponding
to the strata, so that the element Xkr is equal to the mean
value of the rth feature �r in the kth stratum:

Xkr =
1
|E|

X

e2E

1
|Qe,k|

X

c2q,q2Qe,k

T (c) · �r(c)

Using the introduced notation, the optimization objective
can be re-written as follows:

Dm(E,⇡, w) = ⇡TXw

Thus, we are looking for ⇡, w that maximize (8):

⇡̂, ŵ = argmax⇡,w

⇥
⇡TXw

⇤

s.t. R1, R2, wTw = 1
(8)

Finally, we notice that if we set ⇡ to be the uniform policy,
the solution of the optimization problem (8) becomes similar
to the solution of the corresponding case in Yue et al. [20]:
w lies on the unit sphere wTw = 1 and maximizes the dot

product ⇡TX · w, so ŵ = ⇡TX
||⇡TX||2

. The di↵erence is in the

way X is calculated, as the scores are stratified in our case.
Z-score The second way to specify the level of dissimi-

larity between A and B proposed by Yue et al. [20] is to

Sum over all possible result 
pages (age groups)

The probability of showing of a 
particular result page

The mean score for the i-th 
result page (mean height for a 

particular group)
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• The stratified estimate reduces (or at least does not 
increase) variance of the outcome: 

!

!

• (reminder: experiment’s duration is proportional to 
variance, so we want to minimize variance) 

• it also greatly simplifies the optimization problem

stratified scoring
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stratified scoring

distributions T and thus the dimensionality of the policy
vector ⇡ grows exponentially as 2m/2. As a result, some
“degrees of freedom” appear that can be used to find a sen-
sitive yet unbiased policy. This intuition is similar to the
one behind the optimization in Optimized Interleaving [15].

5. STRATIFIED SCORING
In Section 3, the experiment outcome is calculated as a

sample mean of the scores of the individual interactions
�(e), Equation (1). This approach is similar to the one
used previously [2, 8, 15, 16]. We propose to use a strat-
ified estimate �s(e), where the stratification is performed
according to the distribution of the teams (ababababab, ...)
on the result pages shown to the users. Further, by Qi we
denote the set of the user interactions where the distribu-
tion of the teams on the result page shown is Ti. Using this
notation, our proposed stratified estimate can be estimated
as follows:

�s(e) =
X

i

⇡i ·
1

|Qi|
X

q2Qi

S(q;w) (5)

Both the stratified estimate �s(e) and the sample mean
�(e) have the same expected values, but the variance of
�s(e) can be lower and, consequently, it has higher sensi-
tivity. Indeed, denoting the number of interactions in the
experiment e as N , the variance and the expectation of the
interaction score S among the sessions in the ith stratum as
vari[S] and Ei[S], and applying the law of total variance,
we obtain:

var [�(e)] =

P
i ⇡i · vari[S] +

P
i ⇡i(Ei[S]�

P
i ⇡i · Ei[S])

2

N

� 1
N

X

i

⇡i · vari[S] = var [�s(e)]

(6)

Since the frequency of Ti is determined by ⇡i, the proba-
bility of each stratum is known and fixed before starting an
interleaving experiment.

As can be seen from Equation (6), the stratification re-
duces the variance only when the inner-strata means Ei[S]
are di↵erent from the overall mean

P
i ⇡i · Ei[S]. In our

proposed approach of Equation (5), the stratification is per-
formed according to the teams of the results on a result page
Ti. In the case of the document search, Ti is a strong indica-
tor of the outcome of a single comparison, as it specifies, for
instance, if the click on the first result is counted in favour
of A or B.

The stratification alone can considerably improve the sen-
sitivity of the interleaving experiments in some cases (Sec-
tion 10). Moreover, as we discuss in Section 6, the use of the
stratified outcome �e considerably simplifies the optimiza-
tion of the interleaving parameters.

6. OPTIMIZATION OF THE PARAMETERS
To specify an instantiation of our proposed interleaving

framework, we need to specify the interleaving policy ⇡, the
feature representation �(c), and the vector of weights w.
The feature representation is domain-specific. However, our
proposed approach to determine the vector of weights w and
the interleaving policy ⇡ are the same irrespective of the
domain. We adopt a data-centric approach [20] to select
⇡ and w and select them maximize the sensitivity on the
previously collected data.

We assume that a dataset E of interleaving experiments
is available, so that for each experiment in this dataset the
user interactions are recorded, and the experiment outcome
is known. Such a dataset can be obtained from running in-
terleaving experiments by a search engine (e.g., Team Draft-
based experiments) and selecting the experiments with a
high confidence in the outcome [2, 20] or by deploying “data
collection”experiments where B is obtained by manually de-
grading A, and all possible combinations of the result lists
and the team distributions are shown to the users with the
uniform policy. We discuss these two approaches in more
detail in Section 8.
To simplify the notation, without any loss in generality, we

further assume that in all experiments e 2 E the alternative
B outperformed A so that �s(e) is positive. If it is not the
case in a particular experiment, A and B can be swapped
for that experiment.
As stated in the sensitivity optimization objective O1, we

want to find the values of parameters ⇡ and w that maxi-
mize the dissimilarity between A and B over the available
experiments and satisfy constraints R1 and R2. Since the
sensitivity of the interleaving does not depend on the scaling
of w, to make the optimization problem well-posed, we ad-
ditionally constrain w to have the unit norm. Overall, this
results in a general optimization problem of the following
form:

⇡̂, ŵ = argmax
⇡,w

D(E,⇡, w) s.t. R1, R2, wTw = 1

Further, we discuss two ways to specify the idea of dissimi-
larity, proposed by Yue et al. [20]: the mean score and the
z-score dissimilarities.
Mean score We start with the simplest case, when dis-

similarity is calculated as the mean value of the stratified
score:

Dm(E,⇡, S) =
1
|E|

X

e2E

X

i

⇡i
1

|Qe,i|
X

c2q,q2Qe,i

T (c) · wT�(c)

(7)
where Qe,i is the set of user interactions with the team dis-
tribution Ti demonstrated.
Further, we introduce a matrix X with its columns corre-

sponding to the individual features, and rows corresponding
to the strata, so that the element Xkr is equal to the mean
value of the rth feature �r in the kth stratum:

Xkr =
1
|E|

X

e2E

1
|Qe,k|

X

c2q,q2Qe,k

T (c) · �r(c)

Using the introduced notation, the optimization objective
can be re-written as follows:

Dm(E,⇡, w) = ⇡TXw

Thus, we are looking for ⇡, w that maximize (8):

⇡̂, ŵ = argmax⇡,w

⇥
⇡TXw

⇤

s.t. R1, R2, wTw = 1
(8)

Finally, we notice that if we set ⇡ to be the uniform policy,
the solution of the optimization problem (8) becomes similar
to the solution of the corresponding case in Yue et al. [20]:
w lies on the unit sphere wTw = 1 and maximizes the dot

product ⇡TX · w, so ŵ = ⇡TX
||⇡TX||2

. The di↵erence is in the

way X is calculated, as the scores are stratified in our case.
Z-score The second way to specify the level of dissimi-

larity between A and B proposed by Yue et al. [20] is to
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simple outcome
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putting everything together
• We optimize parameters π and w to maximize our 

confidence in the stratified outcome of earlier 
performed experiments 

• We use the optimal parameters and stratification in 
future experiments

measure the z-score statistic. Informally, this measures how
the distance between A and B is far from zero in terms of
the variance of this distance.

Following Yue et al., we simplify the optimization by com-
bining the set of experiments E into a single artificial ex-
periment ē. In that case, the z-score can be calculated as
follows:

Dz(E,⇡, w) =
�s(ē)p

var [�s(ē)]
(9)

As earlier, we introduce a matrix X with its elements equal
to the per-stratum means of the individual features:

Xkr =
1

|Qē,k|
X

c2q,q2Qē,k

T (c) · �r(c)

Again, the score �s(ē) can be found as ⇡TXw. Due to the
stratified representation of the score, the variance of �s(ē)
breaks down to a weighted sum of the per-stratum variances:

var [�s(ē)] =
1
N

X

i

⇡i · vari [S] =
1
N

X

i

⇡i · wTZiw

where N is the number of interactions in ē, and Zi is the
covariance matrix of the interaction scores

P
c2q T (c) · �(c)

for the ith stratum:

Zi =
X

q2Qē,i

1
|Qē,i|

 
X

c2q

T (c)�(c)� �̄i

! 
X

c2q

T (c)�(c)� �̄i

!T

and �̄i is the mean feature vector for the ith stratum:

�̄i =
1

|Qē,i|
X

c2q,q2Qē,i

T (c) · �(c)

Overall, we obtain the following optimization problem:

⇡̂, ŵ = argmax⇡,w
⇡TXwq

wT (
P

i ⇡i·Zi)w
s.t. R1, R2, wTw = 1

(10)

The use of stratification considerably simplifies the form of
the optimization problem (10). Indeed, to calculate the vari-
ance of �s(e) in the denominator of Equation (9) we used
the right part of the inequality (6). In the non-stratified
case, the variance is represented by the left part of (6). The
latter case is harder for the optimization due to additional
mutual dependencies of the variables (e.g. the variance be-
comes a third-order polynomial w.r.t. ⇡, while it is linear in
the stratified case).

In contrast to the case considered by Yue et al., there is
no closed-form solution to the problems (8) and (10) (due
to the additional variable ⇡ and requirements R1 and R2).
Instead, we optimize (8) and (10) numerically4. As an initial
approximation, we use the uniform policy and the solution
of the corresponding problem in [20].

7. DATASETS
In our evaluation study we use two datasets: a dataset

of Team Draft-based document search online experiments
performed by a commercial search engine, and a dataset
of preliminary interleaving experiments performed on the
image search service. We discuss them in more detail below.

Document search We build the dataset of the Team
Draft-based online experiments as follows. First, we ran-
domly sample a subset of interleaving experiments performed
4Using the SLSQP routine implemented in scipy [9].

Table 1: Datasets statistics.
Domain # exp. B > A mean/median # sessions mean/median # days

Document 67 30 840K/620K 9.8/8.0
Image 5 0 38K / 34K 4.0/4.0

by the search engine in the period from January to Novem-
ber, 2014. These experiments test changes in the search
ranking algorithm that were developed as a part of the search
engine’s evolution. The experiments also di↵er by country,
and geographical region they are deployed on. We select the
experiments where the winner (A or B) is determined with
a high level of confidence, p  0.005 (binomial sign test,
deduped click weighting scheme [2]).
Image search In contrast to the web document search

case, a representative set of online interleaving experiments
is not available to us. Instead, we take five “data collection”
experiments. In each of these experiments, the evaluated
ranker B is obtained by degrading A in a controlled man-
ner. After that, the corresponding “comparison” of A and
B is deployed. In these “experiments” the interleaved result
pages are obtained by interleaving the ranked lists returned
by A and B, as discussed in Section 3, and showing them
with the uniform policy (i.e. applying Team Draft). The
following modifications of the production ranker to generate
the alternative system B were used:

• swapping the results ranked as 1..15 with the results
ranked 16..30;

• random permutation of the top-ranked results;

• promoting results with a low resolution;

• setting an important subset of the ranking features to
zero;

• randomly ignoring some subsets of the search index.

As a result, we obtained a dataset of experiments, which can
be used to adjust the interleaving parameters w and ⇡, as
discussed in Section 6. Once the number of organic evalua-
tion experiments have grown, the optimization procedure we
propose can be repeated on a more representative dataset.
We provide descriptive statistics of the datasets in Table 1.

8. INSTANTIATION
As discussed above, what changes for di↵erent domains

is the feature representation of the clicks (�(c)). Further
we describe what features we use in our experimental study.
All features we use are independent from the result page
demonstrated, so they meet the requirements of Lemma 1.
Document search features For each click in a user in-

teraction, we calculate a set of 24 features, split into four
families: Rank-based, Dwell time-based, Order-based, and
Linear score-based features. We report these features along
with their descriptions in Table 2.
Image search features The click features we use for

image search interleaving are similar to the features used
for document search. We exclude some rank-based features,
as they are not meaningful for the two-dimensional result
presentation (e.g. feature #11 assumes that the users tend
to examine results in a rank-wise order). The full list of
features used for the image search click representation is
provided in Table 3.
Stratification In the document search scenario, we strat-

ify the estimate of the experiment outcome according to the
teams of the results on the first result page. This gives us
210/2 = 32 strata. The same strata are used for the policy
optimization: the policy specifies the probability of using a
specific team distribution to generate the first interleaved

Policy

Feature weights
Per-strata covariance of the features

Per-strata means of the features
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features
Table 2: Click features for document search.

Feature family id Description

Rank-based Transformations of the click’s rank,
normalized by the number of clicks

1-10 position indicators, fi = I{rank = i}
11 rank
12

p
rank

13 log(rank)
14 I{rank > 4}
15 I{rank > d}, where d is the number of

identical results in the tops of A and B

Dwell time-based Indicators of the dwell time (seconds),
normalized by the number of clicks

16 I{dwell  30}
17 I{dwell 2 (30, 60]}
18 I{dwell 2 (60, 90]}
19 I{dwell 2 (90, 120]}
20 I{dwell > 120}

Order-based Indicators of the click’s position
in the interaction

21 is the click first
22 is the click last

Linear score-based after applying the scoring rule F4, these
features represent the (normalized) number

of clicks the results from B received

23 f23 = 1
24 f24 = 1/n, where n is the total number of clicks

result page. The remaining pages are generated using the
standard Team Draft procedure, and it can be shown that
the interleaving is unbiased in terms of R1 in that case.

In the case of image search, the stratification is less straight-
forward. Indeed, the stratification according to the teams
of the top 30 results on the first result page, will yield
230/2 = 32768 strata. On one hand, according to Equa-
tion (6), using more fine-grained strata results in equal or
lower variance. On the other hand, to run the optimiza-
tion discussed in Section 6, we need to estimate per-stratum
means and covariances of the features. This results in a
trade-o↵ between an increased sensitivity due to more fine-
grained stratification and a higher error of the optimization
with unreliable parameters. Thus we performed the search
for the optimal number of top results to be used in strat-
ification as a part of the training process, as discussed in
Section 9.3.

9. EVALUATION
In our evaluation study, we aim to answer the following

research questions: (RQ1) is our framework more sensitive
than the baselines on the document and image search data,
and (RQ2) if yes, then what aspects of the sensitivity opti-
mization (stratification, credit assignment and policy opti-
mization) contribute to the increased sensitivity?

To answer these questions, we firstly describe the baselines
we use in Section 9.1. After that, we introduce the metric
we use in Section 9.2. Finally, we describe the evaluation
methodology in Section 9.3.

9.1 Baselines
In our study, we compare the sensitivity of our proposed

framework to the Team Draft algorithm with the credit as-
signment functions varied. We consider credit assignment
functions of two types: the heuristic click weighting schemes
that are applicable for Team Draft and considered in [2],
and the learned scoring functions trained according to the
approach of Yue et al. [20]. All these baselines are non-
stratified.

Linear In the simplest scoring scheme, we calculate the
di↵erence in the number of clicks on the results from A and

B:

S(q;w) =
X

c2q

T (c)

Normalized Linear In the Normalized Linear scheme,
the score of B in a particular interaction is normalised by
the number of clicks in this interaction:

S(q;w) =
1
|q|
X

c2q

T (c)

Binary Another approach to aggregate clicks in a single
impression is to assign a unit credit to the alternative that
received more clicks:

S(q;w) = sign

 
X

c2q

T (c)

!

Deduped Binary In the web document search scenario,
it is often assumed that the users examine result lists from
top to bottom. In that case, if the top k documents are
identical both in A and B, all the interleaved lists have the
same top k results, too. Thus, clicks on these top k results
add a zero mean additive noise to the di↵erence between
the number of clicks A and B receive. A useful trick is
to ignore such clicks. We combine this approach with the
binary aggregation scheme:

S(q;w) = sign

 
X

c2q

Td(c)

!

where Td(·) is a modified team indicator function, equal to
zero if the click is performed on one of the top results, iden-
tical for A and B, and equal to T (·) otherwise. The deduped
binary scheme is one of the most sensitive schemes [2].
Learned-mean, Learned-z In contrast to the above dis-

cussed credit assignment functions that are based on intu-
itive considerations, Learned-mean and Learned-z are machine-
learned credit assignment functions that based on the ap-
proach of Yue et al. [20]. These baselines use the same fea-
ture representations as our proposed interleaving framework.
However, the optimization of the interleaving policy is not
performed, and it is fixed to be constant and uniform (as in
Team Draft). Learned-mean selects the vector of weights w
such that the di↵erences between A and B are maximized,
and Learned-z maximizes the z-score objective. These ob-
jectives are close to the objectives we use in Section 6, but
they assume a non-stratified experiment outcome and the
uniform policy.
It would be interesting to compare our framework to the

Optimized Interleaving framework [15]. However, Optimized
Interleaving relies on considerably larger sets of interleaved
result pages, thus the datasets of Team Draft-based inter-
leaving experiments cannot be re-used to evaluate its perfor-
mance. An alternative approach is to leverage the natural
variation of the search engine’s rankings as a source of the
result pages, as used in [15]. However, in this case, the eval-
uation is performed on a query level, and it is restricted to
be based on the head queries only. Overall, this might lead
to a less representative study.

9.2 Metric
In this work, we use the z-score metric that is used to mea-

sure the interleaving sensitivity on the historical data [2, 10].
z-score indicates the confidence of the evaluated method in
the experiment outcome, thus it serves as a proxy to measure
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dataset

# exp B > A mean 
sessions

median 
sessions mean days median 

days

67 30 840K 620K 9.8 8.0
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baselines
Simple classic Team Draft: 

• difference in number of clicks (Linear) 

• relative difference in the number of clicks on B and A (NLinear) 

• ratio of the sessions with B winning over A (Binary) 

• same, but the clicks on the top results that are identical between A and B are 
ignored (Deduped) 

Machine-learned baselines: 

• optimize w under the fixed uniform policy to maximize linear difference of scores 
between B and A, no stratification 

• optimize w under the fixed uniform policy to maximize the confidence in the 
outcome, no stratification
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metrics
• z-score (confidence) in the outcome of the experiments 

in the hold-out set (which are not used for training): 

!

!

• Normalize by the z-score of the Linear baseline 

• Relative z-score value of X implies that our approach 
requires X2 times less data to achieve the same level of 
confidence than Linear

Table 3: Click features for image search.
Feature family id Description

Rank-based position indicators

1-30 fi = I{rank = i}
31 I{rank > d}, where d is the number of

identical results in the tops of A and B

Dwell time-based Indicators of the dwell time (seconds),
normalized by the number of clicks

32 I{dwell  30}
33 I{dwell 2 (30, 60]}
34 I{dwell 2 (60, 90]}
35 I{dwell 2 (90, 120]}
36 I{dwell > 120}

Order-based Indicators of the click’s position
in the interaction

37 is the click first
38 is the click last

Linear score-based after applying the scoring rule F4, these
features represent the (normalized) number

of clicks the results from B received

39 f48 = 1
40 f49 = 1/n, where n is the total number of clicks

the sensitivity of the method: a higher confidence indicates
a higher sensitivity.

Assuming that �s(e) is normally distributed5 and using
the notation introduced above, we define the z-score statistic
on the data of the experiment e as follows:

Z =
�s(e)p

var[�s(e)]
=

�s(e)pP
i ⇡i · vari[S]

p
N (11)

To calculate the z-score statistic for an interleaving method
with a non-uniform policy on data obtained from an ex-
periment with the uniform policy, we use the per-stratum
sample estimates of the expectation Ei[S] and the variance
vari[S] (Equation (6)), calculated on the experimental data,
and the policy specified by the interleaving method.

The value of (11) indicates how far the score �s(e) de-
viates from zero in the standard normal distribution. Thus
it indicates the confidence level of the experiment outcome
and can be mapped into p-value (under the null hypothesis
the true value of �s(e) is 0). For instance, Z of 1.96 (2.58)
corresponds to the two-sided p-value of 0.05 (0.01).

In the case of the non-stratified estimate �(e), z-score is
calculated similarly:

Z =
�(e)p

var[�(e)]
=

�(e)p
var[S]

p
N (12)

For each interleaving experiment, we calculated the rela-
tive z-score by dividing the outcome’s z-score by the z-score
of the Team Draft method with the linear click weighting
scheme. The relative z-score ze has an intuitive interpreta-
tion [2]: the corresponding interleaving method needs z2e less
interactions in the same experiment e than the Team Draft
algorithm with the linear weighting scheme to achieve the
same level of confidence.

9.3 Procedure
In our evaluation on the document search dataset, we

use 10-fold cross-validation: in each split, 90% of the in-
terleaving experiments are used for optimization, and 10%
are used to evaluate the resulting sensitivity. The same
splits are used for all the approaches that run optimization

5This assumption holds when ⇡i · N is large enough for all
i with ⇡i > 0, as �s(e) is a sum of approximately normally
distributed per-stratum sample means, thus it is normally
distributed.

(our proposed framework with two types of dissimilarity,
and Learned-mean and Learned-z baselines). In each split,
we measure the relative z-scores of an interleaving method
on the experiments in the test set. For each interleaving
method, we report the overall mean and the median rela-
tive z-scores collected across all folds. We use the paired
t-test on the absolute values of the non-normalized z-scores
when testing the statistical significance of the performance
di↵erences.
In the case of image search, due to the smaller dataset,

we replace the 10-fold cross-valuation with the leave-one-
out procedure: one experiment is used for evaluation, while
the others are used for training. Further, within a train-
ing step, we additionally run a nested 2-fold cross-validation
procedure on the training set to find the optimal number
of the result teams to be considered in stratification: for
k in 3, ..., 15 we evaluate the performance of our proposed
method when teams of the top 2k are used for the stratifica-
tion. The search is stopped when the performance degrades.
In most folds the optimal k is found to be equal to 3 (i.e.,
the top 6 results are used for the stratification).

10. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we use the following notation. Linear,

Normalized Linear, Binary, and Deduped Binary weight-
ing schemes correspond to Linear, NLinear, Binary, and
Deduped, respectively. Lm and Lz indicate the Learned-
mean and Learned-z baselines. The instantiations of our
proposed framework are referred to as Fm and Fz, when
the optimization is performed to maximize the mean di↵er-
ence (8) and the z-score (10) objectives, respectively.
As we are interested in evaluating the e↵ects of the stratifi-

cation and the e↵ects of the joint optimization individually,
we additionally measure the performance of the baselines
when the stratified outcome �s(e) is calculated. The strat-
ified modifications of the interleaving methods Lm and Lz

are denoted as Ls
m and Lm

z . Ls
m and Ls

z use the stratified
objectives we proposed in Section 6, and correspond to our
framework with the interleaving policy fixed to be uniform.
In our experiments on both document and image search

datasets, all of the studied interleaving methods correctly
determined the preference for A or B.

10.1 Document Search
In Table 4 we report the results of the evaluation proce-

dure discussed in Section 9.3 applied for the web document
search data. In the left part of Table 4 (Non-stratified col-
umn), we report the mean and median relative z-scores for
the baselines with no stratification applied. In the right
part (Stratified column), we report the performance of our
proposed framework as well as for the baselines with the
stratification applied.
On analysing the results of the non-stratified baselines, re-

ported in the left part of Table 4, we notice that their relative
performance is generally in line with the results reported in
[2]. Indeed, the deduped binary scheme with its median
relative z-score of 1.59 considerably outperforms other con-
sidered heuristic schemes: Linear (1.0), Normalized Linear
(0.93), and Binary (0.98); similarly, Lz outperforms Lm.
On comparing the relative z-scores of Linear, NLinear,

Binary, and Deduped with and without the stratification
applied (left vs right parts of Table 4), we observe that in
some cases the stratification greatly increases the interleav-
ing sensitivity. For instance, the mean and the median rela-
tive z-scores of Binary grow from 1.10 and 0.98 to 1.22 and
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methodology
Ten-fold cross-validation: 

• 10% of the dataset is used for evaluation 

• 90% of the dataset is used for training 

• The process is repeated 10 times 

• Same splits for all approaches
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results
Table 4: Relative confidence levels of the interleaving outcomes, document search. The scores of the inter-
leaving method with the highest sensitivity (p < 0.01) are denoted by ⇧.

Non-stratified Stratified

Linear NLinear Binary Deduped Lm Lz Linear NLinear Binary Deduped Ls
m Ls

z Fm Fz

Mean 1.00 1.03 1.10 1.88 1.34 2.14 1.06 1.16 1.22 1.88 1.39 2.28 1.38 2.45⇧

Median 1.00 0.93 0.98 1.59 1.20 1.80 1.04 1.03 1.10 1.60 1.24 1.96 1.23 2.05⇧

Figure 1: The probability that an interleaving
method disagrees with the true preference, depend-
ing on the size of the sample.

1.10, respectively. Noticeable improvements are obtained for
all of the considered baseline schemes, except for Deduped,
where the improvement is small. Interestingly, a consider-
able improvement is also observed for Lz: its stratified mod-
ification Ls

z exhibits a median relative z-score of 1.96, while
Lz has a median z-score of 1.80. This level of improvement
is roughly comparable to the di↵erence between the best
heuristic baseline (Deduped, median relative z-score 1.59)
and the best machine-learned baseline (Lz, median relative
z-score 1.80) in the non-stratified case.

In all cases, the credit assignment function that optimizes
the mean di↵erence between A and B performs worse the
credit assignment functions learned to maximize the z-score.
For instance, Ls

z demonstrates considerably higher median
relative confidence than Ls

m (1.96 vs 1.24).
By additionally performing the interleaving policy opti-

mization, Fz achieves a considerable sensitivity gain in com-
parison with the stratified Ls

z (Fz, 2.05 vs Lz, 1.96). This
gain is roughly similar to the di↵erence between performance
obtained by performing stratification (Lz, 1.80 vs Ls

z, 1.96).
Fz also achieves the highest overall sensitivity, with the me-
dian relative z-score of 2.05 and the mean z-score of 2.45.
This implies that an interleaving experiment that uses the
interleaving method Fz requires 2.052 = 4.20 times less user
interactions (in median) than the non-stratified Team Draft
with the linear scoring to achieve the same level of confi-
dence. In comparison with the best performing baseline,
Lz, it requires ( 2.051.80 )

2 = 1.30 times less data to achieve the
same level of confidence (in median).

Visualization We illustrate the relative performance of
the studied interleaving methods on the document search
dataset using the following procedure. We randomly select
one experiment to be used as a test experiment, and use the
remaining experiments to optimize the interleaving parame-
ters. Further, we estimate the probability that an interleav-
ing method disagrees with the ground truth preference in

the test experiment by obtaining 10,000 samples of N user
interactions. We varied N in (103, ..., 105). For the baseline
methods, N interactions are obtained by sampling from the
experiment’s interactions with replacement (bootstrap sam-
pling). For Fz, the sample is obtained by firstly allocating
N interactions to the strata according to multinomial distri-
bution specified by the policy ⇡, and further sampling from
the individual strata (with replacement). The outcome is
calculated using the stratified estimate �e. This sampling
process simulates the case of policy ⇡ to be applied in a
real-life scenario. The stratified modification of Linear dif-
fers from Linear only by using the stratified estimate of the
outcome, �s instead of the sample mean �. A higher error
probability indicates lower sensitivity and it is related to the
outcome’s p-value under the bootstrap test.
In Figure 1, we report the obtained error probabilities.

From Figure 1 we observe that the optimization-based meth-
ods (Fz and Lz) dramatically increase the interleaving sensi-
tivity and outperform Linear, stratified Linear, and Deduped

by a considerable margin. For instance, the probability error
of 0.05 is achieved by Fz with less than 10,000 interactions,
but Linear requires about 90,000 interactions to achieve the
same level of error. Among the methods that use optimiza-
tion, Fz consistently demonstrates lower probability of error
than Lz. For instance, when 5, 000 interactions is used, Fz

has the probability of error below 0.06, while Lz makes an
error in more than 0.09 of the samples. Further, we observe
that the performance of Linear is noticeably improved by
adding stratification. Overall, these observations are in line
with results reported in Table 4. However, this illustration
is also important as it does not rely on the z-score statistic.

10.2 Image Search
In Table 5 we report the results of the evaluation for the

case of image search. Generally, we observe the results simi-
lar to the document search case. The machine-learned inter-
leaving methods that optimize the z-score objective (Lz, L

s
m,

Ls
z, and Fz) outperform both the methods with the heuristic

credit assignment (Linear, NLinear, Binary, and Deduped)
and the methods that optimize the mean di↵erence.
In contrast to the document search experiments, the sen-

sitivity gains due to stratification are less noticeable on the
image search data. A possible explanation is that the dif-
ferences of the means of the strata are smaller than in the
case of the document search. Indeed, if the users tend to
examine most of the results (which is easier for images than
for document snippets) and click more, then the teams of
the first results is not such a strong indicator of the total
credit in an interaction, as in the case of document search.
Interestingly, Deduped is sensitive in image search, too.
The overall highest performance (p < 0.05) is achieved by

our proposed framework with the z-score-based optimization
objective (Fz, mean relative z-score 1.21, median 1.18). This
value of the metric implies that our proposed framework re-
quires 1.182 = 1.39 less data (median) than the Linear base-
line to achieve the same level of confidence. In comparison
to the best-performing baseline Lz, the corresponding de-
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Table 4: Relative confidence levels of the interleaving outcomes, document search. The scores of the inter-
leaving method with the highest sensitivity (p < 0.01) are denoted by ⇧.

Non-stratified Stratified

Linear NLinear Binary Deduped Lm Lz Linear NLinear Binary Deduped Ls
m Ls

z Fm Fz

Mean 1.00 1.03 1.10 1.88 1.34 2.14 1.06 1.16 1.22 1.88 1.39 2.28 1.38 2.45⇧

Median 1.00 0.93 0.98 1.59 1.20 1.80 1.04 1.03 1.10 1.60 1.24 1.96 1.23 2.05⇧

Figure 1: The probability that an interleaving
method disagrees with the true preference, depend-
ing on the size of the sample.

1.10, respectively. Noticeable improvements are obtained for
all of the considered baseline schemes, except for Deduped,
where the improvement is small. Interestingly, a consider-
able improvement is also observed for Lz: its stratified mod-
ification Ls

z exhibits a median relative z-score of 1.96, while
Lz has a median z-score of 1.80. This level of improvement
is roughly comparable to the di↵erence between the best
heuristic baseline (Deduped, median relative z-score 1.59)
and the best machine-learned baseline (Lz, median relative
z-score 1.80) in the non-stratified case.

In all cases, the credit assignment function that optimizes
the mean di↵erence between A and B performs worse the
credit assignment functions learned to maximize the z-score.
For instance, Ls

z demonstrates considerably higher median
relative confidence than Ls

m (1.96 vs 1.24).
By additionally performing the interleaving policy opti-

mization, Fz achieves a considerable sensitivity gain in com-
parison with the stratified Ls

z (Fz, 2.05 vs Lz, 1.96). This
gain is roughly similar to the di↵erence between performance
obtained by performing stratification (Lz, 1.80 vs Ls

z, 1.96).
Fz also achieves the highest overall sensitivity, with the me-
dian relative z-score of 2.05 and the mean z-score of 2.45.
This implies that an interleaving experiment that uses the
interleaving method Fz requires 2.052 = 4.20 times less user
interactions (in median) than the non-stratified Team Draft
with the linear scoring to achieve the same level of confi-
dence. In comparison with the best performing baseline,
Lz, it requires ( 2.051.80 )

2 = 1.30 times less data to achieve the
same level of confidence (in median).

Visualization We illustrate the relative performance of
the studied interleaving methods on the document search
dataset using the following procedure. We randomly select
one experiment to be used as a test experiment, and use the
remaining experiments to optimize the interleaving parame-
ters. Further, we estimate the probability that an interleav-
ing method disagrees with the ground truth preference in

the test experiment by obtaining 10,000 samples of N user
interactions. We varied N in (103, ..., 105). For the baseline
methods, N interactions are obtained by sampling from the
experiment’s interactions with replacement (bootstrap sam-
pling). For Fz, the sample is obtained by firstly allocating
N interactions to the strata according to multinomial distri-
bution specified by the policy ⇡, and further sampling from
the individual strata (with replacement). The outcome is
calculated using the stratified estimate �e. This sampling
process simulates the case of policy ⇡ to be applied in a
real-life scenario. The stratified modification of Linear dif-
fers from Linear only by using the stratified estimate of the
outcome, �s instead of the sample mean �. A higher error
probability indicates lower sensitivity and it is related to the
outcome’s p-value under the bootstrap test.
In Figure 1, we report the obtained error probabilities.

From Figure 1 we observe that the optimization-based meth-
ods (Fz and Lz) dramatically increase the interleaving sensi-
tivity and outperform Linear, stratified Linear, and Deduped

by a considerable margin. For instance, the probability error
of 0.05 is achieved by Fz with less than 10,000 interactions,
but Linear requires about 90,000 interactions to achieve the
same level of error. Among the methods that use optimiza-
tion, Fz consistently demonstrates lower probability of error
than Lz. For instance, when 5, 000 interactions is used, Fz

has the probability of error below 0.06, while Lz makes an
error in more than 0.09 of the samples. Further, we observe
that the performance of Linear is noticeably improved by
adding stratification. Overall, these observations are in line
with results reported in Table 4. However, this illustration
is also important as it does not rely on the z-score statistic.

10.2 Image Search
In Table 5 we report the results of the evaluation for the

case of image search. Generally, we observe the results simi-
lar to the document search case. The machine-learned inter-
leaving methods that optimize the z-score objective (Lz, L

s
m,

Ls
z, and Fz) outperform both the methods with the heuristic

credit assignment (Linear, NLinear, Binary, and Deduped)
and the methods that optimize the mean di↵erence.
In contrast to the document search experiments, the sen-

sitivity gains due to stratification are less noticeable on the
image search data. A possible explanation is that the dif-
ferences of the means of the strata are smaller than in the
case of the document search. Indeed, if the users tend to
examine most of the results (which is easier for images than
for document snippets) and click more, then the teams of
the first results is not such a strong indicator of the total
credit in an interaction, as in the case of document search.
Interestingly, Deduped is sensitive in image search, too.
The overall highest performance (p < 0.05) is achieved by

our proposed framework with the z-score-based optimization
objective (Fz, mean relative z-score 1.21, median 1.18). This
value of the metric implies that our proposed framework re-
quires 1.182 = 1.39 less data (median) than the Linear base-
line to achieve the same level of confidence. In comparison
to the best-performing baseline Lz, the corresponding de-

resultsTable 4: Relative confidence levels of the interleaving outcomes, document search. The scores of the inter-
leaving method with the highest sensitivity (p < 0.01) are denoted by ⇧.

Non-stratified Stratified

Linear NLinear Binary Deduped Lm Lz Linear NLinear Binary Deduped Ls
m Ls

z Fm Fz

Mean 1.00 1.03 1.10 1.88 1.34 2.14 1.06 1.16 1.22 1.88 1.39 2.28 1.38 2.45⇧

Median 1.00 0.93 0.98 1.59 1.20 1.80 1.04 1.03 1.10 1.60 1.24 1.96 1.23 2.05⇧

Figure 1: The probability that an interleaving
method disagrees with the true preference, depend-
ing on the size of the sample.

1.10, respectively. Noticeable improvements are obtained for
all of the considered baseline schemes, except for Deduped,
where the improvement is small. Interestingly, a consider-
able improvement is also observed for Lz: its stratified mod-
ification Ls

z exhibits a median relative z-score of 1.96, while
Lz has a median z-score of 1.80. This level of improvement
is roughly comparable to the di↵erence between the best
heuristic baseline (Deduped, median relative z-score 1.59)
and the best machine-learned baseline (Lz, median relative
z-score 1.80) in the non-stratified case.

In all cases, the credit assignment function that optimizes
the mean di↵erence between A and B performs worse the
credit assignment functions learned to maximize the z-score.
For instance, Ls

z demonstrates considerably higher median
relative confidence than Ls

m (1.96 vs 1.24).
By additionally performing the interleaving policy opti-

mization, Fz achieves a considerable sensitivity gain in com-
parison with the stratified Ls

z (Fz, 2.05 vs Lz, 1.96). This
gain is roughly similar to the di↵erence between performance
obtained by performing stratification (Lz, 1.80 vs Ls

z, 1.96).
Fz also achieves the highest overall sensitivity, with the me-
dian relative z-score of 2.05 and the mean z-score of 2.45.
This implies that an interleaving experiment that uses the
interleaving method Fz requires 2.052 = 4.20 times less user
interactions (in median) than the non-stratified Team Draft
with the linear scoring to achieve the same level of confi-
dence. In comparison with the best performing baseline,
Lz, it requires ( 2.051.80 )

2 = 1.30 times less data to achieve the
same level of confidence (in median).

Visualization We illustrate the relative performance of
the studied interleaving methods on the document search
dataset using the following procedure. We randomly select
one experiment to be used as a test experiment, and use the
remaining experiments to optimize the interleaving parame-
ters. Further, we estimate the probability that an interleav-
ing method disagrees with the ground truth preference in

the test experiment by obtaining 10,000 samples of N user
interactions. We varied N in (103, ..., 105). For the baseline
methods, N interactions are obtained by sampling from the
experiment’s interactions with replacement (bootstrap sam-
pling). For Fz, the sample is obtained by firstly allocating
N interactions to the strata according to multinomial distri-
bution specified by the policy ⇡, and further sampling from
the individual strata (with replacement). The outcome is
calculated using the stratified estimate �e. This sampling
process simulates the case of policy ⇡ to be applied in a
real-life scenario. The stratified modification of Linear dif-
fers from Linear only by using the stratified estimate of the
outcome, �s instead of the sample mean �. A higher error
probability indicates lower sensitivity and it is related to the
outcome’s p-value under the bootstrap test.
In Figure 1, we report the obtained error probabilities.

From Figure 1 we observe that the optimization-based meth-
ods (Fz and Lz) dramatically increase the interleaving sensi-
tivity and outperform Linear, stratified Linear, and Deduped

by a considerable margin. For instance, the probability error
of 0.05 is achieved by Fz with less than 10,000 interactions,
but Linear requires about 90,000 interactions to achieve the
same level of error. Among the methods that use optimiza-
tion, Fz consistently demonstrates lower probability of error
than Lz. For instance, when 5, 000 interactions is used, Fz

has the probability of error below 0.06, while Lz makes an
error in more than 0.09 of the samples. Further, we observe
that the performance of Linear is noticeably improved by
adding stratification. Overall, these observations are in line
with results reported in Table 4. However, this illustration
is also important as it does not rely on the z-score statistic.

10.2 Image Search
In Table 5 we report the results of the evaluation for the

case of image search. Generally, we observe the results simi-
lar to the document search case. The machine-learned inter-
leaving methods that optimize the z-score objective (Lz, L

s
m,

Ls
z, and Fz) outperform both the methods with the heuristic

credit assignment (Linear, NLinear, Binary, and Deduped)
and the methods that optimize the mean di↵erence.
In contrast to the document search experiments, the sen-

sitivity gains due to stratification are less noticeable on the
image search data. A possible explanation is that the dif-
ferences of the means of the strata are smaller than in the
case of the document search. Indeed, if the users tend to
examine most of the results (which is easier for images than
for document snippets) and click more, then the teams of
the first results is not such a strong indicator of the total
credit in an interaction, as in the case of document search.
Interestingly, Deduped is sensitive in image search, too.
The overall highest performance (p < 0.05) is achieved by

our proposed framework with the z-score-based optimization
objective (Fz, mean relative z-score 1.21, median 1.18). This
value of the metric implies that our proposed framework re-
quires 1.182 = 1.39 less data (median) than the Linear base-
line to achieve the same level of confidence. In comparison
to the best-performing baseline Lz, the corresponding de-

Table 4: Relative confidence levels of the interleaving outcomes, document search. The scores of the inter-
leaving method with the highest sensitivity (p < 0.01) are denoted by ⇧.

Non-stratified Stratified

Linear NLinear Binary Deduped Lm Lz Linear NLinear Binary Deduped Ls
m Ls

z Fm Fz

Mean 1.00 1.03 1.10 1.88 1.34 2.14 1.06 1.16 1.22 1.88 1.39 2.28 1.38 2.45⇧

Median 1.00 0.93 0.98 1.59 1.20 1.80 1.04 1.03 1.10 1.60 1.24 1.96 1.23 2.05⇧

Figure 1: The probability that an interleaving
method disagrees with the true preference, depend-
ing on the size of the sample.

1.10, respectively. Noticeable improvements are obtained for
all of the considered baseline schemes, except for Deduped,
where the improvement is small. Interestingly, a consider-
able improvement is also observed for Lz: its stratified mod-
ification Ls

z exhibits a median relative z-score of 1.96, while
Lz has a median z-score of 1.80. This level of improvement
is roughly comparable to the di↵erence between the best
heuristic baseline (Deduped, median relative z-score 1.59)
and the best machine-learned baseline (Lz, median relative
z-score 1.80) in the non-stratified case.

In all cases, the credit assignment function that optimizes
the mean di↵erence between A and B performs worse the
credit assignment functions learned to maximize the z-score.
For instance, Ls

z demonstrates considerably higher median
relative confidence than Ls

m (1.96 vs 1.24).
By additionally performing the interleaving policy opti-

mization, Fz achieves a considerable sensitivity gain in com-
parison with the stratified Ls

z (Fz, 2.05 vs Lz, 1.96). This
gain is roughly similar to the di↵erence between performance
obtained by performing stratification (Lz, 1.80 vs Ls

z, 1.96).
Fz also achieves the highest overall sensitivity, with the me-
dian relative z-score of 2.05 and the mean z-score of 2.45.
This implies that an interleaving experiment that uses the
interleaving method Fz requires 2.052 = 4.20 times less user
interactions (in median) than the non-stratified Team Draft
with the linear scoring to achieve the same level of confi-
dence. In comparison with the best performing baseline,
Lz, it requires ( 2.051.80 )

2 = 1.30 times less data to achieve the
same level of confidence (in median).

Visualization We illustrate the relative performance of
the studied interleaving methods on the document search
dataset using the following procedure. We randomly select
one experiment to be used as a test experiment, and use the
remaining experiments to optimize the interleaving parame-
ters. Further, we estimate the probability that an interleav-
ing method disagrees with the ground truth preference in

the test experiment by obtaining 10,000 samples of N user
interactions. We varied N in (103, ..., 105). For the baseline
methods, N interactions are obtained by sampling from the
experiment’s interactions with replacement (bootstrap sam-
pling). For Fz, the sample is obtained by firstly allocating
N interactions to the strata according to multinomial distri-
bution specified by the policy ⇡, and further sampling from
the individual strata (with replacement). The outcome is
calculated using the stratified estimate �e. This sampling
process simulates the case of policy ⇡ to be applied in a
real-life scenario. The stratified modification of Linear dif-
fers from Linear only by using the stratified estimate of the
outcome, �s instead of the sample mean �. A higher error
probability indicates lower sensitivity and it is related to the
outcome’s p-value under the bootstrap test.
In Figure 1, we report the obtained error probabilities.

From Figure 1 we observe that the optimization-based meth-
ods (Fz and Lz) dramatically increase the interleaving sensi-
tivity and outperform Linear, stratified Linear, and Deduped

by a considerable margin. For instance, the probability error
of 0.05 is achieved by Fz with less than 10,000 interactions,
but Linear requires about 90,000 interactions to achieve the
same level of error. Among the methods that use optimiza-
tion, Fz consistently demonstrates lower probability of error
than Lz. For instance, when 5, 000 interactions is used, Fz

has the probability of error below 0.06, while Lz makes an
error in more than 0.09 of the samples. Further, we observe
that the performance of Linear is noticeably improved by
adding stratification. Overall, these observations are in line
with results reported in Table 4. However, this illustration
is also important as it does not rely on the z-score statistic.

10.2 Image Search
In Table 5 we report the results of the evaluation for the

case of image search. Generally, we observe the results simi-
lar to the document search case. The machine-learned inter-
leaving methods that optimize the z-score objective (Lz, L

s
m,

Ls
z, and Fz) outperform both the methods with the heuristic

credit assignment (Linear, NLinear, Binary, and Deduped)
and the methods that optimize the mean di↵erence.
In contrast to the document search experiments, the sen-

sitivity gains due to stratification are less noticeable on the
image search data. A possible explanation is that the dif-
ferences of the means of the strata are smaller than in the
case of the document search. Indeed, if the users tend to
examine most of the results (which is easier for images than
for document snippets) and click more, then the teams of
the first results is not such a strong indicator of the total
credit in an interaction, as in the case of document search.
Interestingly, Deduped is sensitive in image search, too.
The overall highest performance (p < 0.05) is achieved by

our proposed framework with the z-score-based optimization
objective (Fz, mean relative z-score 1.21, median 1.18). This
value of the metric implies that our proposed framework re-
quires 1.182 = 1.39 less data (median) than the Linear base-
line to achieve the same level of confidence. In comparison
to the best-performing baseline Lz, the corresponding de-

2.052 = 4.20 times less data than Linear, and 1.30 
times less data than the best baseline.
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Table 4: Relative confidence levels of the interleaving outcomes, document search. The scores of the inter-
leaving method with the highest sensitivity (p < 0.01) are denoted by ⇧.

Non-stratified Stratified

Linear NLinear Binary Deduped Lm Lz Linear NLinear Binary Deduped Ls
m Ls

z Fm Fz

Mean 1.00 1.03 1.10 1.88 1.34 2.14 1.06 1.16 1.22 1.88 1.39 2.28 1.38 2.45⇧

Median 1.00 0.93 0.98 1.59 1.20 1.80 1.04 1.03 1.10 1.60 1.24 1.96 1.23 2.05⇧

Figure 1: The probability that an interleaving
method disagrees with the true preference, depend-
ing on the size of the sample.

1.10, respectively. Noticeable improvements are obtained for
all of the considered baseline schemes, except for Deduped,
where the improvement is small. Interestingly, a consider-
able improvement is also observed for Lz: its stratified mod-
ification Ls

z exhibits a median relative z-score of 1.96, while
Lz has a median z-score of 1.80. This level of improvement
is roughly comparable to the di↵erence between the best
heuristic baseline (Deduped, median relative z-score 1.59)
and the best machine-learned baseline (Lz, median relative
z-score 1.80) in the non-stratified case.

In all cases, the credit assignment function that optimizes
the mean di↵erence between A and B performs worse the
credit assignment functions learned to maximize the z-score.
For instance, Ls

z demonstrates considerably higher median
relative confidence than Ls

m (1.96 vs 1.24).
By additionally performing the interleaving policy opti-

mization, Fz achieves a considerable sensitivity gain in com-
parison with the stratified Ls

z (Fz, 2.05 vs Lz, 1.96). This
gain is roughly similar to the di↵erence between performance
obtained by performing stratification (Lz, 1.80 vs Ls

z, 1.96).
Fz also achieves the highest overall sensitivity, with the me-
dian relative z-score of 2.05 and the mean z-score of 2.45.
This implies that an interleaving experiment that uses the
interleaving method Fz requires 2.052 = 4.20 times less user
interactions (in median) than the non-stratified Team Draft
with the linear scoring to achieve the same level of confi-
dence. In comparison with the best performing baseline,
Lz, it requires ( 2.051.80 )

2 = 1.30 times less data to achieve the
same level of confidence (in median).

Visualization We illustrate the relative performance of
the studied interleaving methods on the document search
dataset using the following procedure. We randomly select
one experiment to be used as a test experiment, and use the
remaining experiments to optimize the interleaving parame-
ters. Further, we estimate the probability that an interleav-
ing method disagrees with the ground truth preference in

the test experiment by obtaining 10,000 samples of N user
interactions. We varied N in (103, ..., 105). For the baseline
methods, N interactions are obtained by sampling from the
experiment’s interactions with replacement (bootstrap sam-
pling). For Fz, the sample is obtained by firstly allocating
N interactions to the strata according to multinomial distri-
bution specified by the policy ⇡, and further sampling from
the individual strata (with replacement). The outcome is
calculated using the stratified estimate �e. This sampling
process simulates the case of policy ⇡ to be applied in a
real-life scenario. The stratified modification of Linear dif-
fers from Linear only by using the stratified estimate of the
outcome, �s instead of the sample mean �. A higher error
probability indicates lower sensitivity and it is related to the
outcome’s p-value under the bootstrap test.
In Figure 1, we report the obtained error probabilities.

From Figure 1 we observe that the optimization-based meth-
ods (Fz and Lz) dramatically increase the interleaving sensi-
tivity and outperform Linear, stratified Linear, and Deduped

by a considerable margin. For instance, the probability error
of 0.05 is achieved by Fz with less than 10,000 interactions,
but Linear requires about 90,000 interactions to achieve the
same level of error. Among the methods that use optimiza-
tion, Fz consistently demonstrates lower probability of error
than Lz. For instance, when 5, 000 interactions is used, Fz

has the probability of error below 0.06, while Lz makes an
error in more than 0.09 of the samples. Further, we observe
that the performance of Linear is noticeably improved by
adding stratification. Overall, these observations are in line
with results reported in Table 4. However, this illustration
is also important as it does not rely on the z-score statistic.

10.2 Image Search
In Table 5 we report the results of the evaluation for the

case of image search. Generally, we observe the results simi-
lar to the document search case. The machine-learned inter-
leaving methods that optimize the z-score objective (Lz, L

s
m,

Ls
z, and Fz) outperform both the methods with the heuristic

credit assignment (Linear, NLinear, Binary, and Deduped)
and the methods that optimize the mean di↵erence.
In contrast to the document search experiments, the sen-

sitivity gains due to stratification are less noticeable on the
image search data. A possible explanation is that the dif-
ferences of the means of the strata are smaller than in the
case of the document search. Indeed, if the users tend to
examine most of the results (which is easier for images than
for document snippets) and click more, then the teams of
the first results is not such a strong indicator of the total
credit in an interaction, as in the case of document search.
Interestingly, Deduped is sensitive in image search, too.
The overall highest performance (p < 0.05) is achieved by

our proposed framework with the z-score-based optimization
objective (Fz, mean relative z-score 1.21, median 1.18). This
value of the metric implies that our proposed framework re-
quires 1.182 = 1.39 less data (median) than the Linear base-
line to achieve the same level of confidence. In comparison
to the best-performing baseline Lz, the corresponding de-
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1.10, respectively. Noticeable improvements are obtained for
all of the considered baseline schemes, except for Deduped,
where the improvement is small. Interestingly, a consider-
able improvement is also observed for Lz: its stratified mod-
ification Ls

z exhibits a median relative z-score of 1.96, while
Lz has a median z-score of 1.80. This level of improvement
is roughly comparable to the di↵erence between the best
heuristic baseline (Deduped, median relative z-score 1.59)
and the best machine-learned baseline (Lz, median relative
z-score 1.80) in the non-stratified case.

In all cases, the credit assignment function that optimizes
the mean di↵erence between A and B performs worse the
credit assignment functions learned to maximize the z-score.
For instance, Ls

z demonstrates considerably higher median
relative confidence than Ls

m (1.96 vs 1.24).
By additionally performing the interleaving policy opti-

mization, Fz achieves a considerable sensitivity gain in com-
parison with the stratified Ls

z (Fz, 2.05 vs Lz, 1.96). This
gain is roughly similar to the di↵erence between performance
obtained by performing stratification (Lz, 1.80 vs Ls

z, 1.96).
Fz also achieves the highest overall sensitivity, with the me-
dian relative z-score of 2.05 and the mean z-score of 2.45.
This implies that an interleaving experiment that uses the
interleaving method Fz requires 2.052 = 4.20 times less user
interactions (in median) than the non-stratified Team Draft
with the linear scoring to achieve the same level of confi-
dence. In comparison with the best performing baseline,
Lz, it requires ( 2.051.80 )

2 = 1.30 times less data to achieve the
same level of confidence (in median).

Visualization We illustrate the relative performance of
the studied interleaving methods on the document search
dataset using the following procedure. We randomly select
one experiment to be used as a test experiment, and use the
remaining experiments to optimize the interleaving parame-
ters. Further, we estimate the probability that an interleav-
ing method disagrees with the ground truth preference in

the test experiment by obtaining 10,000 samples of N user
interactions. We varied N in (103, ..., 105). For the baseline
methods, N interactions are obtained by sampling from the
experiment’s interactions with replacement (bootstrap sam-
pling). For Fz, the sample is obtained by firstly allocating
N interactions to the strata according to multinomial distri-
bution specified by the policy ⇡, and further sampling from
the individual strata (with replacement). The outcome is
calculated using the stratified estimate �e. This sampling
process simulates the case of policy ⇡ to be applied in a
real-life scenario. The stratified modification of Linear dif-
fers from Linear only by using the stratified estimate of the
outcome, �s instead of the sample mean �. A higher error
probability indicates lower sensitivity and it is related to the
outcome’s p-value under the bootstrap test.
In Figure 1, we report the obtained error probabilities.

From Figure 1 we observe that the optimization-based meth-
ods (Fz and Lz) dramatically increase the interleaving sensi-
tivity and outperform Linear, stratified Linear, and Deduped

by a considerable margin. For instance, the probability error
of 0.05 is achieved by Fz with less than 10,000 interactions,
but Linear requires about 90,000 interactions to achieve the
same level of error. Among the methods that use optimiza-
tion, Fz consistently demonstrates lower probability of error
than Lz. For instance, when 5, 000 interactions is used, Fz

has the probability of error below 0.06, while Lz makes an
error in more than 0.09 of the samples. Further, we observe
that the performance of Linear is noticeably improved by
adding stratification. Overall, these observations are in line
with results reported in Table 4. However, this illustration
is also important as it does not rely on the z-score statistic.

10.2 Image Search
In Table 5 we report the results of the evaluation for the

case of image search. Generally, we observe the results simi-
lar to the document search case. The machine-learned inter-
leaving methods that optimize the z-score objective (Lz, L
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m,

Ls
z, and Fz) outperform both the methods with the heuristic

credit assignment (Linear, NLinear, Binary, and Deduped)
and the methods that optimize the mean di↵erence.
In contrast to the document search experiments, the sen-

sitivity gains due to stratification are less noticeable on the
image search data. A possible explanation is that the dif-
ferences of the means of the strata are smaller than in the
case of the document search. Indeed, if the users tend to
examine most of the results (which is easier for images than
for document snippets) and click more, then the teams of
the first results is not such a strong indicator of the total
credit in an interaction, as in the case of document search.
Interestingly, Deduped is sensitive in image search, too.
The overall highest performance (p < 0.05) is achieved by

our proposed framework with the z-score-based optimization
objective (Fz, mean relative z-score 1.21, median 1.18). This
value of the metric implies that our proposed framework re-
quires 1.182 = 1.39 less data (median) than the Linear base-
line to achieve the same level of confidence. In comparison
to the best-performing baseline Lz, the corresponding de-
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1.10, respectively. Noticeable improvements are obtained for
all of the considered baseline schemes, except for Deduped,
where the improvement is small. Interestingly, a consider-
able improvement is also observed for Lz: its stratified mod-
ification Ls

z exhibits a median relative z-score of 1.96, while
Lz has a median z-score of 1.80. This level of improvement
is roughly comparable to the di↵erence between the best
heuristic baseline (Deduped, median relative z-score 1.59)
and the best machine-learned baseline (Lz, median relative
z-score 1.80) in the non-stratified case.

In all cases, the credit assignment function that optimizes
the mean di↵erence between A and B performs worse the
credit assignment functions learned to maximize the z-score.
For instance, Ls

z demonstrates considerably higher median
relative confidence than Ls

m (1.96 vs 1.24).
By additionally performing the interleaving policy opti-

mization, Fz achieves a considerable sensitivity gain in com-
parison with the stratified Ls

z (Fz, 2.05 vs Lz, 1.96). This
gain is roughly similar to the di↵erence between performance
obtained by performing stratification (Lz, 1.80 vs Ls

z, 1.96).
Fz also achieves the highest overall sensitivity, with the me-
dian relative z-score of 2.05 and the mean z-score of 2.45.
This implies that an interleaving experiment that uses the
interleaving method Fz requires 2.052 = 4.20 times less user
interactions (in median) than the non-stratified Team Draft
with the linear scoring to achieve the same level of confi-
dence. In comparison with the best performing baseline,
Lz, it requires ( 2.051.80 )

2 = 1.30 times less data to achieve the
same level of confidence (in median).

Visualization We illustrate the relative performance of
the studied interleaving methods on the document search
dataset using the following procedure. We randomly select
one experiment to be used as a test experiment, and use the
remaining experiments to optimize the interleaving parame-
ters. Further, we estimate the probability that an interleav-
ing method disagrees with the ground truth preference in

the test experiment by obtaining 10,000 samples of N user
interactions. We varied N in (103, ..., 105). For the baseline
methods, N interactions are obtained by sampling from the
experiment’s interactions with replacement (bootstrap sam-
pling). For Fz, the sample is obtained by firstly allocating
N interactions to the strata according to multinomial distri-
bution specified by the policy ⇡, and further sampling from
the individual strata (with replacement). The outcome is
calculated using the stratified estimate �e. This sampling
process simulates the case of policy ⇡ to be applied in a
real-life scenario. The stratified modification of Linear dif-
fers from Linear only by using the stratified estimate of the
outcome, �s instead of the sample mean �. A higher error
probability indicates lower sensitivity and it is related to the
outcome’s p-value under the bootstrap test.
In Figure 1, we report the obtained error probabilities.

From Figure 1 we observe that the optimization-based meth-
ods (Fz and Lz) dramatically increase the interleaving sensi-
tivity and outperform Linear, stratified Linear, and Deduped

by a considerable margin. For instance, the probability error
of 0.05 is achieved by Fz with less than 10,000 interactions,
but Linear requires about 90,000 interactions to achieve the
same level of error. Among the methods that use optimiza-
tion, Fz consistently demonstrates lower probability of error
than Lz. For instance, when 5, 000 interactions is used, Fz

has the probability of error below 0.06, while Lz makes an
error in more than 0.09 of the samples. Further, we observe
that the performance of Linear is noticeably improved by
adding stratification. Overall, these observations are in line
with results reported in Table 4. However, this illustration
is also important as it does not rely on the z-score statistic.

10.2 Image Search
In Table 5 we report the results of the evaluation for the

case of image search. Generally, we observe the results simi-
lar to the document search case. The machine-learned inter-
leaving methods that optimize the z-score objective (Lz, L
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m,
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z, and Fz) outperform both the methods with the heuristic

credit assignment (Linear, NLinear, Binary, and Deduped)
and the methods that optimize the mean di↵erence.
In contrast to the document search experiments, the sen-

sitivity gains due to stratification are less noticeable on the
image search data. A possible explanation is that the dif-
ferences of the means of the strata are smaller than in the
case of the document search. Indeed, if the users tend to
examine most of the results (which is easier for images than
for document snippets) and click more, then the teams of
the first results is not such a strong indicator of the total
credit in an interaction, as in the case of document search.
Interestingly, Deduped is sensitive in image search, too.
The overall highest performance (p < 0.05) is achieved by

our proposed framework with the z-score-based optimization
objective (Fz, mean relative z-score 1.21, median 1.18). This
value of the metric implies that our proposed framework re-
quires 1.182 = 1.39 less data (median) than the Linear base-
line to achieve the same level of confidence. In comparison
to the best-performing baseline Lz, the corresponding de-
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1.10, respectively. Noticeable improvements are obtained for
all of the considered baseline schemes, except for Deduped,
where the improvement is small. Interestingly, a consider-
able improvement is also observed for Lz: its stratified mod-
ification Ls

z exhibits a median relative z-score of 1.96, while
Lz has a median z-score of 1.80. This level of improvement
is roughly comparable to the di↵erence between the best
heuristic baseline (Deduped, median relative z-score 1.59)
and the best machine-learned baseline (Lz, median relative
z-score 1.80) in the non-stratified case.

In all cases, the credit assignment function that optimizes
the mean di↵erence between A and B performs worse the
credit assignment functions learned to maximize the z-score.
For instance, Ls

z demonstrates considerably higher median
relative confidence than Ls

m (1.96 vs 1.24).
By additionally performing the interleaving policy opti-

mization, Fz achieves a considerable sensitivity gain in com-
parison with the stratified Ls

z (Fz, 2.05 vs Lz, 1.96). This
gain is roughly similar to the di↵erence between performance
obtained by performing stratification (Lz, 1.80 vs Ls

z, 1.96).
Fz also achieves the highest overall sensitivity, with the me-
dian relative z-score of 2.05 and the mean z-score of 2.45.
This implies that an interleaving experiment that uses the
interleaving method Fz requires 2.052 = 4.20 times less user
interactions (in median) than the non-stratified Team Draft
with the linear scoring to achieve the same level of confi-
dence. In comparison with the best performing baseline,
Lz, it requires ( 2.051.80 )

2 = 1.30 times less data to achieve the
same level of confidence (in median).

Visualization We illustrate the relative performance of
the studied interleaving methods on the document search
dataset using the following procedure. We randomly select
one experiment to be used as a test experiment, and use the
remaining experiments to optimize the interleaving parame-
ters. Further, we estimate the probability that an interleav-
ing method disagrees with the ground truth preference in

the test experiment by obtaining 10,000 samples of N user
interactions. We varied N in (103, ..., 105). For the baseline
methods, N interactions are obtained by sampling from the
experiment’s interactions with replacement (bootstrap sam-
pling). For Fz, the sample is obtained by firstly allocating
N interactions to the strata according to multinomial distri-
bution specified by the policy ⇡, and further sampling from
the individual strata (with replacement). The outcome is
calculated using the stratified estimate �e. This sampling
process simulates the case of policy ⇡ to be applied in a
real-life scenario. The stratified modification of Linear dif-
fers from Linear only by using the stratified estimate of the
outcome, �s instead of the sample mean �. A higher error
probability indicates lower sensitivity and it is related to the
outcome’s p-value under the bootstrap test.
In Figure 1, we report the obtained error probabilities.

From Figure 1 we observe that the optimization-based meth-
ods (Fz and Lz) dramatically increase the interleaving sensi-
tivity and outperform Linear, stratified Linear, and Deduped

by a considerable margin. For instance, the probability error
of 0.05 is achieved by Fz with less than 10,000 interactions,
but Linear requires about 90,000 interactions to achieve the
same level of error. Among the methods that use optimiza-
tion, Fz consistently demonstrates lower probability of error
than Lz. For instance, when 5, 000 interactions is used, Fz

has the probability of error below 0.06, while Lz makes an
error in more than 0.09 of the samples. Further, we observe
that the performance of Linear is noticeably improved by
adding stratification. Overall, these observations are in line
with results reported in Table 4. However, this illustration
is also important as it does not rely on the z-score statistic.

10.2 Image Search
In Table 5 we report the results of the evaluation for the

case of image search. Generally, we observe the results simi-
lar to the document search case. The machine-learned inter-
leaving methods that optimize the z-score objective (Lz, L

s
m,

Ls
z, and Fz) outperform both the methods with the heuristic

credit assignment (Linear, NLinear, Binary, and Deduped)
and the methods that optimize the mean di↵erence.
In contrast to the document search experiments, the sen-

sitivity gains due to stratification are less noticeable on the
image search data. A possible explanation is that the dif-
ferences of the means of the strata are smaller than in the
case of the document search. Indeed, if the users tend to
examine most of the results (which is easier for images than
for document snippets) and click more, then the teams of
the first results is not such a strong indicator of the total
credit in an interaction, as in the case of document search.
Interestingly, Deduped is sensitive in image search, too.
The overall highest performance (p < 0.05) is achieved by

our proposed framework with the z-score-based optimization
objective (Fz, mean relative z-score 1.21, median 1.18). This
value of the metric implies that our proposed framework re-
quires 1.182 = 1.39 less data (median) than the Linear base-
line to achieve the same level of confidence. In comparison
to the best-performing baseline Lz, the corresponding de-
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times less data than the best baseline.
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Table 4: Relative confidence levels of the interleaving outcomes, document search. The scores of the inter-
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Figure 1: The probability that an interleaving
method disagrees with the true preference, depend-
ing on the size of the sample.

1.10, respectively. Noticeable improvements are obtained for
all of the considered baseline schemes, except for Deduped,
where the improvement is small. Interestingly, a consider-
able improvement is also observed for Lz: its stratified mod-
ification Ls

z exhibits a median relative z-score of 1.96, while
Lz has a median z-score of 1.80. This level of improvement
is roughly comparable to the di↵erence between the best
heuristic baseline (Deduped, median relative z-score 1.59)
and the best machine-learned baseline (Lz, median relative
z-score 1.80) in the non-stratified case.

In all cases, the credit assignment function that optimizes
the mean di↵erence between A and B performs worse the
credit assignment functions learned to maximize the z-score.
For instance, Ls

z demonstrates considerably higher median
relative confidence than Ls

m (1.96 vs 1.24).
By additionally performing the interleaving policy opti-

mization, Fz achieves a considerable sensitivity gain in com-
parison with the stratified Ls

z (Fz, 2.05 vs Lz, 1.96). This
gain is roughly similar to the di↵erence between performance
obtained by performing stratification (Lz, 1.80 vs Ls

z, 1.96).
Fz also achieves the highest overall sensitivity, with the me-
dian relative z-score of 2.05 and the mean z-score of 2.45.
This implies that an interleaving experiment that uses the
interleaving method Fz requires 2.052 = 4.20 times less user
interactions (in median) than the non-stratified Team Draft
with the linear scoring to achieve the same level of confi-
dence. In comparison with the best performing baseline,
Lz, it requires ( 2.051.80 )

2 = 1.30 times less data to achieve the
same level of confidence (in median).

Visualization We illustrate the relative performance of
the studied interleaving methods on the document search
dataset using the following procedure. We randomly select
one experiment to be used as a test experiment, and use the
remaining experiments to optimize the interleaving parame-
ters. Further, we estimate the probability that an interleav-
ing method disagrees with the ground truth preference in

the test experiment by obtaining 10,000 samples of N user
interactions. We varied N in (103, ..., 105). For the baseline
methods, N interactions are obtained by sampling from the
experiment’s interactions with replacement (bootstrap sam-
pling). For Fz, the sample is obtained by firstly allocating
N interactions to the strata according to multinomial distri-
bution specified by the policy ⇡, and further sampling from
the individual strata (with replacement). The outcome is
calculated using the stratified estimate �e. This sampling
process simulates the case of policy ⇡ to be applied in a
real-life scenario. The stratified modification of Linear dif-
fers from Linear only by using the stratified estimate of the
outcome, �s instead of the sample mean �. A higher error
probability indicates lower sensitivity and it is related to the
outcome’s p-value under the bootstrap test.
In Figure 1, we report the obtained error probabilities.

From Figure 1 we observe that the optimization-based meth-
ods (Fz and Lz) dramatically increase the interleaving sensi-
tivity and outperform Linear, stratified Linear, and Deduped

by a considerable margin. For instance, the probability error
of 0.05 is achieved by Fz with less than 10,000 interactions,
but Linear requires about 90,000 interactions to achieve the
same level of error. Among the methods that use optimiza-
tion, Fz consistently demonstrates lower probability of error
than Lz. For instance, when 5, 000 interactions is used, Fz

has the probability of error below 0.06, while Lz makes an
error in more than 0.09 of the samples. Further, we observe
that the performance of Linear is noticeably improved by
adding stratification. Overall, these observations are in line
with results reported in Table 4. However, this illustration
is also important as it does not rely on the z-score statistic.

10.2 Image Search
In Table 5 we report the results of the evaluation for the

case of image search. Generally, we observe the results simi-
lar to the document search case. The machine-learned inter-
leaving methods that optimize the z-score objective (Lz, L

s
m,

Ls
z, and Fz) outperform both the methods with the heuristic

credit assignment (Linear, NLinear, Binary, and Deduped)
and the methods that optimize the mean di↵erence.
In contrast to the document search experiments, the sen-

sitivity gains due to stratification are less noticeable on the
image search data. A possible explanation is that the dif-
ferences of the means of the strata are smaller than in the
case of the document search. Indeed, if the users tend to
examine most of the results (which is easier for images than
for document snippets) and click more, then the teams of
the first results is not such a strong indicator of the total
credit in an interaction, as in the case of document search.
Interestingly, Deduped is sensitive in image search, too.
The overall highest performance (p < 0.05) is achieved by

our proposed framework with the z-score-based optimization
objective (Fz, mean relative z-score 1.21, median 1.18). This
value of the metric implies that our proposed framework re-
quires 1.182 = 1.39 less data (median) than the Linear base-
line to achieve the same level of confidence. In comparison
to the best-performing baseline Lz, the corresponding de-



Generalized Team Draft
• Stratification helps us both to improve efficiency and to 

simplify the optimization problem 

• We can considerably improve efficiency by optimizing 
the interleaving parameters: policy and click weights 

• Check our CIKM 2015 paper:  

• Generalized Team Draft can be applied for image 
search 

• More exciting technical details & tables
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outline
Introduction 

• online evaluation 101 

• why efficiency is so Important? 

Increasing the Online Evaluation Efficiency 

• Generalized Team Draft 

• sequential testing!

Conclusions
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statistical testing
We formulate two hypotheses (informally): 

 H0 (null hypothesis):  

• there is no difference between the tested 
systems 

H1 (alternative hypothesis): 

• there is a difference
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improving statistical 
decision criteria
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 sequential testing 
framework

We split the experiment in N equal time periods 

After each period i: 

• if the test statistic Si exceeds threshold b:  

 stop the experiment, reject H0, accept H1 

• if N periods have finished:  

 accept H0, reject H1 

• continue
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 sequential testing 
framework

Problem: How can we specify Si and b given the 
significance level α?
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Monte Carlo
If H0 completely specifies the distribution of the observed 
metric, then we can use the Monte Carlo approach: 

• Repeat: 

• Simulate data by generating observations from H0 

• Calculate the test statistics 

• Select b to be (1 - α) percentile of the calculated 
statistics (i.e. in α of the simulations H0 is rejected)
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A/A experiments
We can use artificial «experiments» where both alternatives 
are identical (A/A experiments) as a source of the data 
generated from H0 

• Repeat many times: 

• Use data from A/A experiments as observations from 
H0 

• Calculate the test statistics 

• Select b to be (1 - α) percentile of the calculated statistics 
(i.e. in α of the observations H0 is rejected)
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interleaving
We assume that the possible outputs x of an 
observation (session) are: 

• A won, i.e. got more clicks, x = -1 

• B won, i.e. got more clicks, x = 1 

• tie, i.e. A and B got equal number of clicks, x = 0 B x = A x = � x =

H : Ex =
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O’Brien & Fleming test
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O’Brien & Fleming test
• Repeated test based on chi-square statistic: 

!

!

!
Estimate of the varianceNumber of the 

observations (sessions)

Number of sessions with B 
getting more clicks
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O’Brien & Fleming test
• Repeated test based on chi-square statistic: 

!

!

!

!

• How to find the corresponding threshold b?

Estimate of the varianceNumber of the 
observations (sessions)

Number of sessions with B 
getting more clicks
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O’Brien & Fleming test
Given a required significance level α and the number of 
periods N, we use Monte Carlo approach to learn the 
thresholds: 

• Repeat: 

• draw U1, U2, … independently from the standard 
normal distribution 

•   

• b = (1 - α) percentile of the distribution of 
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MaxSPRT
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MaxSPRT
Assume ties are broken randomly 

• Denote the probability of B winning a comparison 
as p = P(x = 1) + 0.5 P(x = 0) 

Data observed 
before i-th stop
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MaxSPRT
Assume ties are broken randomly 

• Denote the probability of B winning a comparison 
as p = P(x = 1) + 0.5 P(x = 0)

Data observed 
before i-th stop
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The probability of B 
winning under H1

The probability of B 
winning under H0 : p = 0.5



MaxSPRT
But the probability of B winning a single comparison             
  is not known! 

• if we knew the real value, we wouldn’t need to run an 
experiment in the first place 

• we use the max-likelihood estimate 

!

• in some sense, we compare H0 with the most 
probable alternative
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MaxSPRT
Learning the threshold b: 

• Monte Carlo approach, by generating binomial 
random variables 

• not perfect, as ties are not emulated = 
variance higher than in practice 

• From A/A logs
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errors in statistical testing

Correct☺ Type I error

Type II error Correct☺

Reality

Our decision
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H0 is True

H0 is True

H0 is False

H0 is False



Goal

92

Our goal is to find a sequential testing procedure 
that: 

• has Type I error not higher than the 
significance level α 

• has Type II error not very different from Type II 
error of the baseline single-step procedure 

• has the smallest mean experiment deployment 
time = highest efficiency



dataset
• 2 A/A experiments deployed over 300 days: 

• to learn the thresholds 

• to estimate Type I errors 

• 115 real-life experiments with known (p < 0.001) 
outcomes: 

• to estimate Type II errors 

• B > A in 56 experiments
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results
Table 1: The quality metrics of the considered tests, measured on the dataset of interleaving experiments (binary scheme).
The values of the metrics in bold outperform other in the same column; the values marked with 4 outperform the values of
the metric among other sequential tests, p < 0.05, Wilcoxon paired test (across folds).

Test # stops Type I Type II AccB�A AccA�B E(T ), days E(T |B � A) E(T |A � B) E( N
N0

)

Binomial 1 0.00 0.10 0.75 0.90 7.00 7.00 7.00 1.00

OBF-I* 7 0.01 0.10 0.73 0.92 3.17 3.17 3.04 0.44
OBF-I 7 0.01 0.094 0.73 0.954 3.00 3.04 2.92 0.42
MaxSPRT-I-MC 7 0.004 0.23 0.64 0.76 3.96 4.00 3.92 0.53
MaxSPRT-I-AA 7 0.004 0.13 0.71 0.87 3.10 3.20 3.30 0.44

OBF-I* 7 · 24 0.01 0.11 0.754 0.88 3.58 3.54 3.67 0.45
OBF-I 7 · 24 0.01 0.094 0.754 0.93 3.33 3.38 3.29 0.44
MaxSPRT-I-MC 7 · 24 0.004 0.19 0.71 0.76 3.38 3.38 3.42 0.43
MaxSPRT-I-AA 7 · 24 0.004 0.12 0.73 0.89 2.614 2.634 2.584 0.354

OBF-I demonstrates the highest AccA�B and AccB�A met-
rics. In particular, in Table 1, the AccB�A metric of 0.75 is
achieved when 7 · 24 stops are used, and the AccA�B of 0.95
is achieved when 7 stops are used.
However, when considering the mean time metric E(T ),

the di↵erence between the tests becomes marked. In the
case of the binary click aggregation scheme (Table 1), all
the evaluated rules achieved considerable improvements over
the standard 7-day scenario. Among the tests that use 7
stops, on average, MaxSPRT-I-MC stops the experiments
later than other tests (e.g. 3.96 MaxSPRT-I-MC vs 3.10
MaxSPRT-I-AA, 7 stops). The shortest mean time (3.00)
is demonstrated by the OBF-I test. Somewhat higher, but
a close value of 3.10 is achieved by MaxSPRT-I-AA.
On comparing the scenarios with 7 and with 7·24 stops, we

firstly notice that the MaxSPRT-I-MC and MaxSPRT-I-AA
tests greatly benefit from using additional stops. Indeed, the
mean time is reduced for the MaxSPRT-I-MC test from 3.96
to 3.38. Similarly, MaxSPRT-I-AA has improved the mean
experiment running time from 3.10 to 2.61, and achieved the
best performance. This behaviour is intuitive: with more
stops available, there is more potential to stop earlier.
In contrast, OBF-I and OBF-I* the tests demonstrate

some degradation in their E(T ) metrics when 7 ·24 stops are
used. For instance, OBF-I increased the mean deployment
time from 3.00 to 3.33. A possible explanation is that OBF-
I and OBF-I* rely on the central limit theorem, which only
holds when the sample size approaches infinity. On the other
hand, as the number of stops used by a test increases, less
sessions are observed between stops, and this might harm
the performance of OBF-I and OBF-I*. Another possible
source of the error is that the OBF-based tests assume that
the number of sessions between stops is uniform, which can
be violated when stops are close.
From Table 2, we observe that MaxSPRT-AA has the

shortest mean deployment time both among the tests with
7 stops (1.81), and among the tests with 7 · 24 stops (1.28).
When 7 stops are used, OBF-I has a relatively close perfor-
mance (1.83), but underperforms in the case of 7 · 24 stops.
Again, we notice that the OBF-I and OBF-I* tests de-

grade when the number of stops is increased, but MaxSPRT-
I-MC and MaxSPRT-I-AA both improve their performance.
Moreover, MaxSPRT-I-AA achieves the shortest mean de-
ployment time when 7 · 24 stops are used.
On comparing Tables 1&2, we observe that when the

deduped click aggregation scheme is applied, the Type II
error probability and the mean deployment time decrease,
while the AccA�B and AccB�A metrics grow for all the eval-
uated tests. This indicates that the deduped binary click

scheme leads to marked gains in the sensitivity of the inter-
leaving experiments.
An interesting observation is that the di↵erence in the

mean deployment times for OBF-I and OBF-I* are relatively
close (not more than 0.25 days or 6 hours in the scenario
with 7 stops). However, the di↵erence between MaxSPRT-
I-AA and MaxSPRT-I-MC is bigger (0.86 days ⇡ 21 hours
maximum). In all scenarios MaxSPRT-I-AA outperforms
MaxSPRT-I-MC, indicating that replacing the Monte-Carlo
threshold estimate with the threshold learned from the A/A
tests improves the test’s performance.
We also observe that the relative improvements measures

by the E(T ) metric are well aligned with the improvements
measured by the E( N

N0
) metric (e.g. MaxSPRT-I-AA with

7 ·24 stops reduces the mean deployments time by 82%, and
uses only 0.15 of the available sessions).
We conclude that the MaxSPRT-I-AA test with 7·24 stops

and the deduped binary click aggregation scheme achieves
the smallest deployment time. In comparison to the stan-
dard 7-day scenario with the binary click aggregation scheme,
on our dataset of the interleaving experiments, the combi-
nation of the sequential testing approach and the improved
click aggregation scheme achieves 82% increase in the e�-
ciency (1.28 vs 7.00 days).

7.2 A/B experiments
To discuss our evaluation of the sequential tests that can

be applied for the A/B experiments, we use the following
notation. By OBF we denote the original O’Brien&Fleming
test [14], discussed in Section 4.2. Our proposed adaptation
of the MaxSPRT test to the A/B experiments is further
referred to as MaxSPRT-AB.
On analysing Table 3, we notice that the Type I error

probabilities are close to 0.05. Again, we believe that the
deviations can be explained by a limited size of the dataset.
Further, we observe that the Type II error levels vary con-
siderably among the tests: from 0.15 for the OBF test with
7 stops to 0.03 for the MaxSPRT-AB test with 7 · 24 stops.
As earlier, we observe that in terms of the mean deploy-

ment time metric MaxSPRT-AB test considerably benefits
from increasing of the number of stops: E(T ) decreases from
3.28 to 2.38. However, OBF demonstrates virtually the same
mean deployment time for these two cases (4.38 vs 4.25).
Further, we notice that for any number of stops, MaxSPRT-
AB demonstrates shorter mean deployment time than OBF
(e.g. 4.25 vs 2.38 in the case of 7 ·24 stops). The overall min-
imum of E(T ) is achieved by MaxSPRT when 7 ·24 stops are

Duration of the 
experiment

Checking the 
test statistic every 

hour

Checking the 
test statistic every 

day
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results

Table 3: The quality metrics of the considered tests, measured on the dataset of A/B experiments. The values of the metrics
in bold outperform other in the same column; the values marked with 4 outperform the values of the metric among other
sequential tests in the column, p < 0.05, Wilcoxon paired test (across folds).

Test # stops Type I Type II AccB�A AccA�B E(T ), days E(T |B � A) E(T |A � B) E( N
N0

)

T-test 1 0.03 0.03 1.00 0.93 7.00 7.00 7.00 1.00

OBF 7 0.03 0.15 0.934 0.70 4.38 3.90 4.65 0.60
MaxSPRT-AB 7 0.004 0.11 0.87 0.78 3.28 3.48 3.17 0.43

OBF 7 · 24 0.03 0.05 1.004 0.894 4.25 3.80 4.80 0.57
MaxSPRT-AB 7 · 24 0.03 0.034 0.934 0.854 2.384 2.544 2.334 0.314
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(a) MaxSPRT-I-AA, binary scheme. (b) MaxSPRT-I-AA, binary deduped scheme. (c) MaxSPRT-AB, abandonment rate.

Figure 1: Illustrating the MaxSPRT tests. Green and red lines correspond to the experiments with B � A and A � B ground-
truth labels, respectively. Black lines correspond to A/A experiments. The horizontal dashed lines denote the threshold values
for accepting B � A (green) and A � B (red).

dataset of interleaving experiments reaches 63% by using
the MaxSPRT-I-AA test, which examines the experiment
data every hour. Further improvement can be obtained by
additionally using an improved deduped binary click aggre-
gation scheme, and it reaches 82%. This supports the idea
that the sequential testing approach is complimentary to the
previous research, which concentrated on reducing noise in
the user feedback. On the dataset of A/B experiments, the
MaxSPRT-AB test obtains an improvement of 66% over the
same standard evaluation scenario.

An interesting direction of future work is to devise a MaxSPRT-
based test for the non-binomial A/B metrics (e.g., absence
time [5]).
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results for A/B tests

Table 3: The quality metrics of the considered tests, measured on the dataset of A/B experiments. The values of the metrics
in bold outperform other in the same column; the values marked with 4 outperform the values of the metric among other
sequential tests in the column, p < 0.05, Wilcoxon paired test (across folds).

Test # stops Type I Type II AccB�A AccA�B E(T ), days E(T |B � A) E(T |A � B) E( N
N0

)

T-test 1 0.03 0.03 1.00 0.93 7.00 7.00 7.00 1.00

OBF 7 0.03 0.15 0.934 0.70 4.38 3.90 4.65 0.60
MaxSPRT-AB 7 0.004 0.11 0.87 0.78 3.28 3.48 3.17 0.43

OBF 7 · 24 0.03 0.05 1.004 0.894 4.25 3.80 4.80 0.57
MaxSPRT-AB 7 · 24 0.03 0.034 0.934 0.854 2.384 2.544 2.334 0.314

(a) MaxSPRT-I-AA, binary scheme. (b) MaxSPRT-I-AA, binary deduped scheme.
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(c) MaxSPRT-AB, abandonment rate.

Figure 1: Illustrating the MaxSPRT tests. Green and red lines correspond to the experiments with B � A and A � B ground-
truth labels, respectively. Black lines correspond to A/A experiments. The horizontal dashed lines denote the threshold values
for accepting B � A (green) and A � B (red).

dataset of interleaving experiments reaches 63% by using
the MaxSPRT-I-AA test, which examines the experiment
data every hour. Further improvement can be obtained by
additionally using an improved deduped binary click aggre-
gation scheme, and it reaches 82%. This supports the idea
that the sequential testing approach is complimentary to the
previous research, which concentrated on reducing noise in
the user feedback. On the dataset of A/B experiments, the
MaxSPRT-AB test obtains an improvement of 66% over the
same standard evaluation scenario.

An interesting direction of future work is to devise a MaxSPRT-
based test for the non-binomial A/B metrics (e.g., absence
time [5]).
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sequential testing
• By using sequential testing approaches we can 

markedly improve efficiency of the online evaluation 

• Check our SIGIR 2015 paper:  

• A/B testing 

• Combing with a metric variance reduction method 

• More exciting technical details & tables & an 
additional figure
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today we discussed
• online evaluation 

• an important challenge of increasing the efficiency of 
online evaluation 

• how to address this problem from two perspectives 

• variance reduction 

• sequential testing 

• some promising results
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We’ve got more challenges than 
hands!
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shameless advertisement
If you are a bit experienced in computer science & 
maths & programming, feel free to apply for a position: 

• In our applied research group: 

 https://yandex.ru/jobs/vacancies/dev/res_dmir/ 

• At Yandex: 

 https://yandex.ru/jobs/vacancies/ 
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future directions
• Our unbiasedness criterion is 

• necessary  

• sufficient (formal proof?) 

• How can we learn non-linear scoring rules that 
remain unbiased?
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future directions
• A MaxSPRT-like procedure for more sophisticated 

metrics, such as «sessions per users» and «user 
engagement» 

• Optimization of the test statistic {Si} over i
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